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PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, JULY 27, 1906,
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BACHELORS AND
OLD MAIDS MEET
IN CONVENTION.

+++
+ + 0:- • + + + + +
+
Chicago, July 26.—A dispatch to
s•lie T:Therie from Des Moines, Ia.,
says: To marry or not to marry was
the question which dominated the
convention of the bacheors and old
maids at Forest City, Ia., yesterday.
The convention closed with the quesCon undecided.
—
Race suicide entered largely into its
discussions and the prevailing sentiment seemed to be that it was better
to have fewer marriages in the face
of the records of the divot sed because of his position on race suicide.

Police Arrest the Entire Mob of About
Seventy-Five.

v()L ,43 NO. 73
-^

INDICTMENTS
FACING DARKIES
DE=CTIVE
'.1k1ASD14
li
WORKED UP THE STEALING CASE.

Trio Now Serving Time in County
Jail for Stealing Chief's Dinner
Several Sundays Ago.

+ THREE CHILDREN
ARE CREMATED
aBY LIGHTNING
++

ra
+

+

e•

+

YLLI•le Jal."
girls were killed and their mother
was probably fatally injued here
early this morning by lighter's ng, which
struck the home of Daniel Sartiveil
and resulte in flames, Which destroyed
the building.
The three girls and their mother
were sleeping 'when the 'bolt struok
the house. The mother was stunned
by the shock and did not regain consciousness until she was sccroched by
the flames of the burning dwell:nig.
She ran from the building and then
lost consciousness again.
Neighbors attracted by the blaze
rushed to the scene and found Mrs.
Sartiveil senseless on the ground in
her yard.
She was relayed and
screamed that her children were still
in the blazing dwelling. The house
was so nearly consumed by this time
that any attemot at rescue was futile.
Sartivol is a musician and was absent when the bolt struck hos home.

MISGUIliED GIRL
IS SACK HOME
tataolateaeiK
FOUND
FRALEY GIRL OUT BY
THE PARK.

Lovemaking
Young
Man
Had
Promised to Marry. Her, But
Mother Doubted Suitor.

•
Detective Mason of the Illinois
Central railroad arrive-el yesterday and
Turley Fraley, the sixteen-year-old
*".
i'rrformed Chief of Police Collins that
daughter of /efts: Hettie Fraley, has
he would not ask for possession now
been found by the police and turned
NO RACE SUICIDE
of the three negroes, Charles Johnover to the mother who decided that
IN THIS INSTANCE, son, Charles Jones and William Rowvow she had again gotten possession
lin, bort let the darkee remain in jail
cf the girl, that she *mild not proseFranklin, Tenn., July 26.—A report until the circuit court
grand. pury
cute the daughter.
from Kingston, which is substantiated convenes, next September, when
he
Officer Emile G-ourienx found the
by responsible citizens of that local- will have the derbies indicted
on the
girl two miles beyond Walace park
ity, says that a negro woman there charge of grand larceny. The negroes
and took her to her mother who
has somewhat elaborated upon the are the ones doing six months each
now has her at their home.
Roosevelt idea by giving birth to six in the county jail on the charge of
Last Sunday night the girl slipped
arrvading the residence of Chief Colchildren.
het clothing out of their home, and
line four weeks ago and stealing the
had not been seen since. Her mother
dinner that was on the table waiting
said a shantyboatman or steamboatto be eaten by the chief and several
man had been making love to the
friends.
girl and promised to marry her, but
The negroes came to this city the
When the officers arrived at g BOLD DASH THROUGH MOB.
the parent doubted the man's good
night before on a freight train, and
The 1.5oo people who had congreo'clock last night with the black fiend
intentions. She appealed to the police
all tierce had on a pair of is new pants
gated yesterday around the jail at
to find the girl, and took out a warand new shoes. Detective Mason took
about 40 of the mob came close on
•
Maytie id, became more determined
rant in order to prosecute the child
up
case
the
and
finds
that
Louisville
their heels .
;at the time went on, and in order to
for disobedience. The mother was
parties
had
shipped
the
pants
and
MRS.
LYNN
ELY DIED OF CONThe negro was quickly placed in keep the brute from being lynched in
shoes to Mayfield, and these three SELDOM MATLOCK'S CASE TO ccnfident she was hiding out, and the
SUMPTION YESTERDAY IN
and the foiled mob telephoned for payment of the penalty ,these four
4
negroes stole some of the goods after
officers all kept a close lookout for
GO BEFORE THAT BODY.
COUNTY.
officials slipped him out of the Mayreinforcements.
braking into the box car.
her, with result that Patro.man
After arrVing in .his city the
Gourieux heard she was out in the
A few came on the freight at ii field jail, hid the negro in the bottom
darlaies slipped into the kitchen and
Wallace park neighborhood, and goand probably 25 on the 1:45 passenger of a double-seated surrey, and dash- Was a Young Woman of
a Lovely stole the victuals that had been pre- Mike Gallagher Was Fined $1 For ing out found her walking down the
ing through the crowd, reached the
They stood about the jail, and final- city
Piling Dirt Upon Street—BeasCharacter, who
Had
Many
pared for the chief's noonday meal.
limits and started on the long
country road a mile or two away. He
ley Woman Fined .
ly Officer Hurley made a speech, tell. race to this city which they
Friends Here In This City.
The
trio
carried
the
dinner to the
brought her to town and the mother
reached
iron furnace at Thrd and Norton,
nly a few moments ahead of a deing them the could not get the negro
'vas so overjoyed to get the girl
where they were preparing to cat
back...lint she let that warrant be
Some young man made incerdiary termined crowd of about forty meti
Seldom Matlock was held to the dropped.
it, when arrested.
Yesterday
who
afternoon
sped
at
along
3:15
o'clock
behind
on
horseback,
speech, and Hurley, with four others
Detective Mason has been getting grand jury yesterday by Judge Purbut never succeeded in overtaking the Mrs. Lynn Ely died at their home in
armed with riot guns„ arrested the
authorities, who reached the jail, here the Massac section of the county, CV ence against them regarding the year of the police court, on the
PROMINENT VISITORS.
entire crowd.
on South Sixth and got Matthews after a lingering ilaness with con- theft of shoes and pants, and, now charge of maliciously assauting anwhen the grand jury convene% will
Piot Ili were thrown away into the safely inside before the small mob sumption.
other with a beer box at Twelfth and
General Tyler, Colonel Winstead and
The young lady was one of the hsuve them indicted for grand larceny. Madison streets, during a fight.
• •' 4ushes and gram, and, after forming got there.
Three paire of panes and. twelve pairs
most popular and consistant women of
Others Arrive Tonight.
WILD RACE TO PADUCAH.
Until
today
was
continued
.he "mob" into line, they were mached
the
Aloe% were stolen from the car.
of
county,
the
and
The
had
race
many
was
friends
an
exciting
one as
'the three pantaloons and. shoes worn breach of the peace charge against
to the City Hall.
neither side lost a moments time. M Paducah where she often visited by the derides
General Henry Tyler of Hickman,
were recoverd, but Nina Hornbeak ,a negress, who is
There "noses were counted" and it and
now Matthews occupies a cell in relatives. She was the daughter of th detective has failed
accused
oI
having
trouble
with
Nellie
to
Ky.,
Col. William Winstead
locate the
of
was found that the officers had cap- Oa. jail, while many guards stand Professor W. W. Morris, the well
Reed, colored.
other nine pairs of footgear.
Columbus, Miss., and several other
tured 75 men.
around to protect the cowardly brute known school teacher., of the Maxon
Joe Grief was given a continuance
They are being held at press time who confessed with no pany of con- Mil: section of the county, and is suruntil tomorrow of the warrant charg- ladies and gentkmen will arrive here
ing him with maliciously assaulting tonight on the Dick Fow.er, and be
while Police Judge Puryear is look- science, to having committed the vived by four sisters and four brothels, Messrs. William, Charles. BenEthren Wallace during a fight at the guests of Mr. Charles Reed of The
ing up the law in the case to see most awful crime imaginable.
Yesterday morning more complete jamin, Joseph Morris, and Misses
cordage factory, where both are em- Palmer while in the city. Tomorrow
what is to be done with them.
details reached this city of the hor- Sesie and Nellie Morris, and Mesployed.
Messrs. Tyler,Wineteadand other genNearly a barrel of pistols were pick- rible crime, it developing
that instead dames Nellie Oliver and Fannie
Mike Gallagher was fined $1 and t:omen go on no to Edelyville to
ed up on the grounds, surrounding et Miss McClain being only as- Graham. Mrs. Over is the wife of
costs for leaving a pile of dirt out visit Gen. H. B. Lyon, with whom
the jail, and so ends the "lynching.". isau ted, she was ravished by the das- Mr. George Oliver, the well known
upon the public street. which was they were associated during the Civil
tardly brute. Wednesday night the attorney of this city who several LAWYER
obstructed thereby.
war, while tha ladies will remain in
TAYLOR
HAS
LEFT
Mayfield officers telephoned here that months ago went to Albeqnerque, LOUISVI
Kate Beasley was fined $to in each this city.
LLE FOR FAYETTEWhen Deputy Sheriffs ficigg Sulli- Matthews had snatched her purse New ?Mexico to locate, accompanied
oi the two cases charging her with
VILLE, TEN N.
Col. Winstead was engaged in the
van, Oscar Elmore, John Galloway and only torn her clothing from her by Mr. and Mrs. Graham.
Mr.
being drunk and disorderly.
hardware business before the war
and County Attorney Joseph Weaks body, but yesterday morning when Graham is the 'mail carrier of this
down about First and Broadway, and
of Mayfield dashed up to the county rhe came to the city from her coun- city who is taking a several months'
Miss Mary Barry has returned this is his Cur •tri, back here for
jail here in Paducah at Sixth and try home she informed the author- leuve of absence and who wi locate Mate. John Jacob of Towboat Lyda
from visiting Miss Mabel Gough in many years. He is a cousin of Mrs.
is Able to be Out of Bed—
Clark streets last night, with the ities of the immensity of the crime, in New Mexico also if he is satisfied
F-arlington, Ky.
Louise Maxwell of the city.
Other
Ailing
People.
quaking and shackled form of Allen and this threw Mayfield into a with the country, the health of himMatthews held close between them, greater rage.
eelf and wife Being bag.
they ended an exciting race for life
The deceased is also survived by
VICTIM MAKES STATEMENT.
Attorney L. K. Taylor has left the
with part of the Mayfield mob that
County Attorney Weaks, who came her husband and little child. She was hospital at Louisville
and gone to
followed them on horseback overland here with
twenty
years
of
age.
the negro. last night stated
hie former home in Fayetteville, Tenn.
from that neighboring city to Padu- to the
The
rema'ne
will.
be
this
interred
Register that yesterday mornwhere he will i remain until fully remesh, to wreck vengeance for the fearing he had Miss McClain to make a morning at tt o'clock at the Massac covered from the effects of his leg
ful crime Matthews confessed to statement
to him, and she said that cemetery.
being amputated several weeks ago at
hsving committed, when he raped she had
left the telephone office
the Fall, City i nee tertian. He will not THE DOCUMENT LEAVES $2,000 TO EACH OF HIS THREE SISMiss Ethel McClain, the pretty popu- about 6:3o
o'clock Wednesday evenbe home until sometime next month
TERS, AND THEN PROVIDES THAT THE REMAINDER OF
lar telephone operator of Mayfield
He left the Louisville 'hospital last
•
THE ESTATE SHALL BE EQUALLY DIVIDED
BETWEEN
"Wednesday evening just before dusk.
Monday.
(Continued on Page Four.)
WIFE, SON AND DAUGHTER—HENRY OVERBY, RABB NOBLE AND DAVID SANDERS ARE EXECUTORS.
Able To Be Out.
MAYOR OF CLEVELAND ALMate John Jacob of the towboat
LOWS TRACK TO BE
Lyda is able to he out, after some
TORN UP.
The will of the late.. Edmund P. • deceased, the lattst a former busie
days? lay-up with his bruised body
arid broken arm. He was with his Noble was found yesterday by Cash- nss partner, while MT. Sanders is
BILL HAS BEEN MADE OUT BY THE CIRCUIT CLERK THAT
boat below here on the Ohio river. ier Nolan Van Oulin among some his son-in-law,
Cleveland, 0., July 26.—The Mun- when he fell into a deep barge and
WILL BE PRESENtD TO PUBLIC OFFICIALS WHO ARE
paper* at the Globe Bank Sr Trust
.Mr. Noble has signed the will in 2
icipal Traction company, recently or- broke ars erne besidie injuring his
aft
COMPELLED TO PAY IT ON ACCOUNT OF WORTEN'S ganized
company, and the document will be plain, round band, but there were tio
to construct and operate a body badly.
CLIENTS BEING OF THE KIND THAT IT
admitted to probate when Judge other signatures, which shows that he
CANNOT
BE !lumber of street car lines in this
Lightfoot
city on a three-cent fare basis, beMADE OUT OF THEM.
retuns from Owensboro had no one to witness his signature.
Able To Be Out.
gan a war on the Cleveland Electric
His sisters receiving $2.000 each
Ma. John Sinnott, Jr., is able to where he went yesterday.
Railway company by suddenly put- be out after a several days'
The will was written on a letter- are Mrs. Emma Clark 2003 Jefferson
coofineting a force of soo men to work tear- m,ent with a serious attack of stomach
head of the bank and dated February street, Miss Marian Noble, teacher of•
• There will be presented for allow- worked upon the street chaingang.
ing up the tracks of the latter com- trouble.
the city public schools, and Mrs. M.
4. 1906. Mr. Noble placed it among Blanton
once by the counci7 and aldermen at Worten got all of them to let han pany in Fulton street.
of Grand Rivers. Ky.
some other papers at that fine, and
the next meeting, a bill of $516 sue the municipality for them, with
Mayor Johnson, who is credited
It s estimated that the estate is
Getting
Better.
yesterday while going through the worth about $tora000, as beside* the
• which is the total amount of the result that action after action mull- with being largely interested in the
Word, from Mr. Samuel Hu.gbes
plied until a mammoth batch pended Menicipal Traction company, was
package Cashier Van Cutin ran across realty, the deceased left much life inthe banker, is that his sojourn up
costs the municipality has to pay on against the
city government.
it. The cashier had seen the pap-r surance and personal holdings. In the
personally
on
ground,.
the
as
was
also
account of Markie Worten bringing
Finally when the court began act- ‘Chief of Police Kohler and a large north is having a fine effect upon before, but being written on a letter- I 'division of The estate this does not
hem as he is rapidly recovering from
the sixty-five suits against the city ing on the litigation. Worten
head, he did not flank it amounted include the handsome home he fine
lost out number of officers.
the effects of his, spell of sickness
for damages for former city lockup a:together. his
to anything and passed it aside while fished the spring near Arcadia, as he
clients being of that
Within
short
a
time
quarter
a
9f
I
Hie
will
remain
away
a week or two rummaging through, withont even presented
prisoners who claimed their incarcer- cass of
that to 'hie wife last year.
people from whom nothing a mile of track had been torn up.' yet,
, • ation and working upon the street can be
reading it. In continung the search
•Ever since the death of M. Noble,
collected by The courts, the Officials of the Cleveland Electric
cliaingang entitled them to dansagns. costs incidental to
for the will though, he closely read a search ,had beer. made for a will,
these suits has to Railway company said they would
Getting Worse.
The city has to pay this huge ac- be paid by the
.
everything, and on coming to this one hut being unable to find one among
city, according to the apply for an injunction at once.
Mrs. N. C. French continues grOw- found it was he sought-for
count because the court oflioials can- law, which prescribes
document. his papers, several days ago his w.fe
if the plaintiff
Mayor Johnson said the action was ing worse at the home of her daughThe will provided that tt.s, three decided to let the Globe Rank &
not make it out of Worten's clients is insolvent the defendant has
to pay taken because the Cleveland Electric ter, Mrs. Clyde Cooper on Ninth
sisters are to receive $2,000 each out Trust company qualify as adminiswho Calm they are paagets "AA ali- the court costs.
This amount of Railway company refused or neg- nd Madison streets, where she has
the estate, while the balance, both trator of the estate and take charge.
of
t:en pay the money.
costs the city. has to pay would have lected ,to comply with a council res- -been confined for several weeks with
personal and reality, is to be equally This was done and appraisers selectad
Worten brought sixty-five
suits been borne by Worten'e clients, if olution requiring it to take
up its illness
divided between hie wafe. Mrs. Em- by the county oourt to nventory tae
against the city of Paducah for ato,- anything coed be
MPIsa Leola Cooper is confined with ma Noble, and two children,
made out of them, tracks on Fulton street and remove
Rabb estate, but now since this will is
ono each, everyone being for people because the city won the litigations.
them to the east side of the street. illness at this home.
Noble and, Mrs. David Sanders. The I found, the batik will give up manage-who had been sent to the lockup to Under ordinary circumstances
the Th mayor intimated that he would
doctonent provides that :Rabb Noble ! orent of be egtate that will be turned
serve sentences for offenses:- the, losing side pays all the
expense at- not obey an injunction if eine were 1 'lkis Sue Atchison has returned David Sanders and Henry Overby over to Messrs. Overby, Noble and
committeed. While "doing ti
the tached to both the plaintiff's and de- issued and said that as a result
*tall be the executors without bond. Sanders. witio take charge on probahi
prisoners would be Wren
(Continued on Page Four.)
fett4Oneg side.
might be in jail before n ght.
The forillki,* the onir son of the tion of the *11,

Capture is Made by Officer Hurley and Four Other
Patrolmen---Mob Threw Away Pistols---Barrel
of'Em Found in Court House Yard.
NEGRO ALLEN

MATTHEWS IS IN JAIL HERE

YOUNG LADY
PASSED AWAY

THE GRAND JURY
INVESTIGATES

LEFT HOSPITAL
FOR OLD HOME

•

Will ol Late Edwin P. Noble Found
Yesterday Among His Papers

BEGINS FIGHT ON
CAR COMPANY

MY HAS
t,.., TO PAY THE COSTS
re;
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"If the parties to this covenant 1 + + + + + + + + + + + + + 40 company, is seeking to have a arge
+
+ shall .remove to the city to live it 40 ,
+
+ majority of the old board returned
+ ODD MARRIAGE PACT. + is *greed that in attrition do the ,•:- . DO NOT SPARE THE
':* and has placed the names of some
sow
ROD TOO MUCH. + new and trusted men on its ticket for
';* costs mentioned above party of the +
+
+ sa wbeelipn.d. What is needed is a clean
+ + + + + + •:•• + + + + + + + + •:-• first part shall pay ice and gas ex- +
penses. Furthermore, it shall be the + + -:- + + + + is -:• + + + •:- +
Des Moines, Ia., July 20.—Isaiali F. privilege of the party of the second
Harding and Mrs. Isabella Engel- part to attend two social functions (By Evelyn Campbell, in Chicago
Original of Haggard's "She."
Eaxminer.)
brecht, of Dallas county, Iowa, had each week, one of which, if the par--It
is believed in South Africa that
small
boy
was
post
A
to
a
chained
not found smooth sailing upon the t;es reside in the city, shall be the
Dinizulu
has been consulting the
sea of matrimony, although both are, theater, and this expense shall be and kept for hours in the blazing sun
mysterious
Majaji to
determine
by
a
few
his
days
ago
father.
comparatively speaking, rich. Twice borne by the party of the first part.
whether to begin a Zulu war on the
father
said
The
son
he
his
chained
wice
diparty
Sunday
of
the
the
"Each
and
married
had
been
each
British. Majaji might be the origi- '
first part shall escort and accompany to keep him from jumping on movvorced.
nal of Rider liaggatil's "She." Mr.
armomildil
ing
•
street
cars.
consoto
seeking
party
a
of
part
the
the
second
When, therefore,
Yesterday a police justice set free Benson Knowles writes of her:
lation prize, Harling asked Mrs. En- church iii the morning and again in
"Let Majaji be mythical or historthe father, who had been arrested at
gelbrecht to be his, extreme caution the evening should she desire it.
ical,
she syields an influence over the
response.' "Party of the first part shall keep th instance of juvenile court prubaattended her affirmative
native mind comparable to none othand
officers,
scored
parent's
tion
the
"We'd better lay down'some rules up the house insurance, keep the
Cr. She possesses the secrt of perto go by," she said, and Harding premises in good condition, furnish accusers in these words:
petual life; she disappears, but rehave
a
"Parents
correct
right to
, at all times
respectable conveyance
agreed.
The
tur
ns
children
in
their
if
their
him_
way
. .at. will; her co-operation is in.!
own
to
and
from
remarkatown,
see
most
that
both
result was the
vaitiable
; to secure it is to secure
ble nuptial contract ever drawn in self and wife are properly clothed, their method is not too severe. If uccess in any
undertaking."
more
thei
parents
r
'
were
civic
or
strict
with
Iowa and, ?erhaps, in the world. Vet- take an active part in any
•cran lawyers say they have never rural improvement and assist in any boys and girls there would be less
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
!political movement for the general cause for paroling children to irreseen anything quite like it.
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
It arranges for almost every pos-(good. It is expressly declared that sponsible probation officers."
The best coal in Paducah.
I am tempted to wonder what the
able contingency that may arise in he shal vote according to the diejustice
The
would
cheapest coal in Paducah.
severe
call
really
tates
of
his
conscience."
oeople.
the wedded life of two
measures
The contract plainly set:. forth who
sBoiling in oil might be recom- + + 4. + + + ..:. + 4.-- + + + + +
shall build th-e - fires ,when the busAlmost every coal dealer claims
+
band may bring home guests to his coal is the best but there is only mended to the father if the chaining +
•
•:meals, when the relatives of each one coil the4 can prove it. The Pitts- of his son under a bazing sun does + SEE THE ONE YOU
shall visit them, how the money is burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both not cure the boy of his habit of 0:0
•I•
ARE TALKING TO
lumping on moving street cars.
•:to be divided, how often the wife may !ph ones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell,'
OVER THE PHONE. •:The decision is a relic of the dark +
+
attend social functions without be- General111anager.
ages ,but in justice to the justice, let + + + + + -t. + -:- + -:- + -:- + ire
ing scowled at—and even fixes a limit
me say that he or any other man
to the number of possible future
*:":* + + + + + + + + + + + + who sees the recklessness with which
Hardings.
"Hello! Can I see Mr. Blank?"
•:•
+ the children of Chicago are allowed
How often have you heard this ovCouple Happy Thus Far.
CANNOT SURPASS
+ to roam the streets, cannot help er the phone?
l*:*
By observing in minutest detail the +
UNITED STATES. •:•• sympathizing with any effort of a paIt is not impossible now, accordterms of this remarkable document 4._
*:* rent, no matter how cruelly mistak- ing to a dispatch from New York,
Harding and his third wife have al- + - + + + -a + + + + + + + + + + en in muhod,
to keep his child at which says:
ready enjoyed two 'months of life tohome.
Local scientists are displaying a
gether without a cloud appearing on
Where are the children of Chicago keen interest in the teleview, or "telLondon, July XL —Germany's strugtheir matrimonial sky. The contract
gle with the United States for naval after dark?
evue," as the inventor, J. B. Fowler,
provides:
Learn Evil in Streets.
pre-eminence was today characterized
of San Diego, Cal., prefers to call it,
"That we, by the terms of this
You would be astonished if Y"-)u and which, when completed and placas a grave fault by Baron d'Esturagreement, made this third day of
knew
how many of them are on the ett under the telephone, will enable
nelles de Constant, speaking today
I May, A. D., Iwo, between Isaiah F.
before the international council of streets. You would be appalled if you persons talking to see each other as
Lons and discounts, ...
.
°
.
U RCE8:
$199.52264
Harding if the county se
the interparliamentary union. This knew the things they are learning on plainly as if they were in the same
Stocks and bonds, ... t..
a,Soo.ou
state of Iowa, party of the first part,
the
streets.
room.
activity of Germany, said the baron,
Furniture and fixtures."
,• • •• ..•• ••• asfloo.00
and Isabella Engelbrecht of the coonthe
is
nearing
There
in
this
city
Like most all other marvelous in=
in a useless division of her
Cash and exchange. .• •. •..
• ...... .•.. ..... 51,o63.71
ty of Polk and state of Iowa, of the
energies, both on land and sea, as trial of a seventeet-year old girl for iventions, the televue is extremely
'i
.U10lAiirkst ililib,
second part, di hereby bind ourselves
hayaccused
of
g;r1
murder.
is
The
simple in princ'ple. The user sits
the American states "are united and
6255.366-I5
by , this covenant to carry out entire
inaccessible, while the states of Eu- ing killed her former sweetheart in a down in front of the instrument arri
LIABIL ITIES:
an3 in detail the terms of this solemn
rope are divided and will always be disreputable hotel.
a strong light is thrown on the face
Captital stock.
obligation so that we, as man and
$ ao,000.us
This girl had wealthy parents. Ev- from some five or six electric globes.
menaced by the possibility of a coUndivided
prof*
wife, may dwell together in peace
3.724.36
erything that money could buy was
Under the telephone mouthpiece is
alition against them."
Deposits, .... .. ...
.,
aot,66a.og
ani harmony ,so long as this said
Baron d'Esturnelles De Constant's lavished upon her.
a large round disk -of glass .somec. ‘cnant shall be 'n force, towit:
-When I asked the weak, weeping what thicker in the middle than on
asidress opened the debate on the
From the said third day of May, A.
$2$5.366.35
limitation of military and naval forces. mother of the girl how her daughter the edges. In the center of the glass
D.. rock. until the third day of May,
so
life
was
her
dual
keep
able
to
there is a smal hole, and through this
lie declared that if the powers were
A. D., 1921, a period of fifteen years.
A dividend of 2I; p er cent. wxs declared out of the net
undecided among themselves how to long a secret the woman replied:
the sitter is able to see the person
May Dissolve Partnership Then.
.'Why. I never dreamed of such a to whom he is talking. The s: cret of
earnings of the past six months and credited to the stockholdact for their common interests they '
"It is h-!reby agreed and st;pulatel
ers entitled to same, pay able on demand.
would be forced to do so, first by thing. I always went to bed at ten the invention, Mr. Fowler says, lies
littween said Isaiah F. Harding, par1. T. I AURIE,Cashier.
Lankruptcy and then by revolution. o'clock and my daughter always told in the perfect chemical and mechanty of the first part, and said Isabella
limitation of armaments me she got home before midnight, as ical combinations. During the ensaid
that
He
Engelbrecht, party of the second part,
had no connection with the chimera soon as the theaters closed. She al- tire conversation the televue keeps
that if, at the end of the fifteen years
ways had her key."
up a constant buzz.
:A disarmament.
aforesaid described we or either of
A girl of sixteen with a latch-key!
The inventor predicts that in a
America
Nation.
Not
Military
: shall have cause to believe that
A mother who could calmly go to very short time one will be able to
The
arguments
against
disarmssuch union is not for the best interment were based on the augmented bed and to sleep while her young talk from Chicago to New York and
est of either of us the said same unexpenditure of the powers. The aug- daughter was away from home, she see the person at the other end of
ion shall be terminated by either
the line. The possibilities are indeftnentations in the United States were was not quite sure where!
party witthout further formality; proThis is the sort of thing which al- mite, as the televue can be developed
due to the unfortunate example of
viding that, if at any time during- the
most makes one vote for the chain to include such work as exporing
period above set forth ,either should Europe, bat in proportion to the and blazing sun if there be no other
sunken wreck: and presenting views
wish to relinquish the bonds of mat population the American forces had way from saving children from h
*--e of artices from the home or office.
unreasonably
been
increased
and
not
rimony such action shall not be takFor instance, the housewife :an call
the expeneFture had been augmented perils of the streets.
en except by due process of law.
There has been much cruelty to on her grocer and irder her weekly
proportionately,
provthe
armaments
"We hereby agree that we shall
children. The motto of "Spare the sopplies without the slightes: fear of
BY USING THE
jointly mill severally settle upon the ing the inaptitude of the Americans rod and spoil the chill" has led to
-.
getting old goods. She can select a
themselves
nato
transform
into
a
children of each by former marriage
many tragedies.
dress pattern from a department
one-half of the estate of each, the tion of soldiers.
But we are in a reaction now store and never leave her apartment
rider
William
proposed
J.
Bryan's
said one-half of the estate of the parwhich is worse.
Mr. Fowler says he worked twenty"y of the first part to be settled upon to the model' arbitration treaty was
Given Too Much License.
,ix years before he completes! the in provided
recast
that
and
"if
a
disI is children and the said one-half of
License, not liberty, is given to the vention.
t he estate of the party of the second ageement should arise which is not children of today, and when their
part upon her children. Deeds and included in those to be submitted to offenses become too flagrant they are
papers to this effect shall . be duly arbitration the contracting parties packed off to institutiins.
signed, transferred and recorded upon shall not resort to any act of hosDont
' you think that a few less inthe completion of this covenant. And Way before they separately or sttutions
i
and a few more carefully
this shall be regarded as applying to jointly invite .as the case may neces- :elected birch switches might help?
sitate, the formation of an internapersonal property as well.
I will venture to say that if you
tional commission of inquiry or meRules for the Household.
were
to call the roll of every law"And we hereby bind ourselves io diation of one or more friendly pow- maker, jurist, minister, professional
trs,
this
requisition to take place. if
the faithful performance of the foli man or business man in the civilized
lowing stipulations, so far as within necessary, in accordance with article world today you woull find a vast
VIII of The Hague convention prous lies:
Will be keenly apprc tiated
majority of them able to recognize a
"Isaiah F. Harding, party. of the riding for a peaceful settlement of birch switch without trouble.
after a trial by people wh )stiffirst part, agrees that Isabella En- international conflicts."
fer from headaches—severe or
While my face is set like a flint
Bryan Addresses Council.
mildt, rx•casional or chronic.
helbrecht, party of the second part.
against any form of punishment like
Mr. Bryan's amendment then was the one for which the justice released
They never fail to
shall, upon her wedding to him, the
party of the first part ,receive each unanimously adopted after speeches the father of the car jumping boy. I
of wonder wouldn't 't have saved much
week the sum of $15 with which to by former Austrian Minister
GIVE QUICK
defray the household expenses, but it Commerce Plencr and Mr. ,Bryan, if Peter Neidemier and Richard I vRELIEF.
4
of warmly supporting the amended rid- ans. had. died of sunstroke when they
is understood that he, the
1
Easing the pan in a very few
1
the first part, shall furnish' fuel and Icr. The latter said that his amend- were lads.
tnent was aimed at widening the
water.
minutes
_
"It is expressly , understood that I sc()Pc of arbitration, so as to include
Clean
Sweep
Demanded.
1 s
the
from this union shall come not more questions of national, honor
(Nashville Banner.)
tnan three children. Upon the birth chances being a hundred to one that
Col.
A.
N. Shook said in an interthe
proposed
facts
investigation
of
of each or any child the above
•
view,
given
out in New York yesteramount of $15 per week shall be in- would also settle any question of naday
on
the
insurance situation: "It
tional
honor.
If
the
hand
of
war
creased $3.00 per week.
ia therefore up to the policyholders
"The party of the 'second part shall could be stayed until the conscience
DRUGGIST
furnish domestic help and to assist awakened, wars would become more now or never to take contro of their
property and have -it run in their
tli
remote.
The
amendment
therefore
her
in
this
she shall be allowed the
a
own interest."
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
so,
financial output of poultry an d one was a bug step in the direction of
This ottportunity is offered in the
peace.
cow
from
the farm herd. But if for
•.,
TELEPHONE 63.
election of a new board of trustees
Will Support Disarmament,
any reason it shall be found neces-.1-sii I
to
take
place
in
December.
The
earnA
re-solution
was
i
agreed
to
in
prinsary to dispense with the domestic
paign is already under way and the
help then it shall be the duty of the ciple urging that the question of disticket
recently put out by the man at
rnament
he
placed
on
the program
husband to build the fires and prepare the mornipg meals for six of the next peace conference at The agement of the Mutual company dem. months throughout the winter and Hague. The exact wording the reso- onstrates an intention on the part of
the speci• I 111%erests that have so
for the wife to build the fires and tuition will. be discussed tomorrow,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
long
don,inated the contpany's afCongressman D. la D. Granger of
t
prepare the morning meals for the
lairs
to
the
s!etrItnent
of
the
policyRhode
Island,
was
elected
vice
presi.
a-Jetnaining six month: of the year.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE. KY.
dent of the American lelegation for nolders to w ;se a strong fight to
Few Guests Permitted.
continue their control. It is only by
"Neither party shall invite guests the coming year and Congressman
to the house, except with the express Itichard.Bartholdt of Missouri anl T. organized effort that the policy-hold- Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
crs can come into pose<Sion of theirRETURN, continous passage
"coo:
permission of the other, and then not I E. Burton isf Oli.o were electel memown.
ecia_
bers
of
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
the
international
council.
oftener than twice per week;
%
The action of the administrat'on berth included.
tives shall not be allowed to visit the
party in conscripting Col. Shook and
family, except that relatives of the
NOTICE TO PARENTS!
three other prominent members of
(Incor et/reset?
party of the first part shall be perPlease take notice that we will
mitted to visit the home at any time
serve on their ticket was an evidenc:- cf five or over $1.5o each, without
General Cartage Business'
within the first two weeks in May; prosecute the parents of all children,
both
of
its
desperation
and
unscrupmeals;
$.00
2
with
meals.
relatives of the party of the second large and small, caught further dam- iflous
method:.
part within the last two weeks of aging and destroying our property on
Office
Good
music
on
all the boats. Fo• Superlor:Facilitlesifor
The w ay to rid the Mutual of all
the month of October. This shall' tin' corner of elements and Farley
further
particulars
see
Handling
taint
of
Freight,
Machinery
2nd ana monrov.
McCurdyism is to have an
ee
not relate in any way to the chit- strts.
entirely new board of trustees. The
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
and Household ;Goods.
dren of either of the parties of this JAKE BIEDERMAN GROCERY
Bott17:PhOicis
administration, which is directed 'by or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
covenant.
& BAKING CO. .
. N. H. Rogers, of the Standard Oil Agent. Phone 33.
'1.._.
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BALDWIN PIAN

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the High(st Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
:is t "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

520 Broadway,

MILLER,Agent.
PADUCAH, KY!

Condensed Statement of the

Mechanics' and farmers'
Savings Bank
Paducah, Hentncky,
At the close of business, June 30, 1906.
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YOUR CORRLSPONDENCt
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Henry's
Headache 1
Powders

99 •

plrty

1. N. Oehlschlaeoer

"UND[RWOOD
TYP[WRIT[R,

Saves 25 per cent. of thel Operator's .s,
Time which is your time.

s

Excursion Rates on

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

The River

Paducah Transfer Company

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.______
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ow is the Time to Lay in Your CoalforWinter
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••,•••••••••••••

-n
tO -7• Genuine Pittsburg Coal at 14c is the Cheapest on the
market. Wasts longer and you get more of it. No slate, no
dirt, no slack, ng waste and it don't clinker. We have convinced others that it is the best and the cheapest and we can
convince you. If you want to book your order for coal now
and.have your bin filled later, telephone No. 3, Pittsburg
Coal Co., and our agent will call on you. Your money will be
well spent if you buy from the

4

•I
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PIIISBUR6 COAL COMPANY

'Office 126 Broadway
Both Phones No. 3
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, General Manager.
+ + +

+ +

+

+

- orrice 124 BROADWAY

FROM TM PITTSOMINI COAL CO.

meEAPDSTR wal

country will hear more of this ques- + •*.• + +
+ +
+ move fbefore it ho Is. Set -the
inner other times a better job
tion later. Practical politicians retlran the
The ancient jokes of the influential
sauce pan in a pan fo ice water and
• BLACK EYE TO REPUBother fellow has brings it on. The man never grow stale.
alize that it is forcing itself to the +
THE SIMPLE ANNALS
i• 'churn until cool and light, then turn truth
LICAN PROSPERITY. + front and are wondering how they
is, no one but those who are
The wise man pondereth in silence
Is into a freezer and grind.
4Peel and very weak in the little knot they have even
will answer it. The increased costs + + + -S
+
that Which he knoweth. while
-S
+
cut into pieces three ripe peaches, an
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + of living will be a big factor in the
on their shoulders ever have it. "It s rhe foal still girsheth
his suspicions.-orange,
a
'banana.
two dozen cherries a disease
I
fall elections.
that pjtsople with ordinary New Orleans Picayune.
"We want to hear less of the man (crystalized fruit w
II do if you can- sense never have.
Washington, July 26—There will
Chares P. Neill, commissiiner of who began poor and amassed riches," not get
the fresh) and a half cup of
Cs.
be a huge fly in the "Republican labor, who is an authority on econ- observes
a modern philosopher, "and red raspberries or preserved strawprosperity" ointment which will make omic questions, says it is too big a more
Notable
Change
of Heart.
about the man who livtd utwul- berries. I'vfix the fruit thoroughly
totbe application of that soothing salve question for him to answer offhand.
(Kentucky Register.)
gether. When the cream is frozen,
•
The trial of Hargis and Callahan at
by G. 0. P. spellbinders in the pend- In reply to requests for his opinion
Words fitly spoken.
but not very stiff, remove the dasher Beattylville
ing congressional campaigns an ex- as to what is responsible for the inhas been concluded, and
Stories about men who were born and mix the fruits through
the cream after thirteen m flans 'deliberation
tremely delicate and embarrassing crease in cost - of living, Mr. Neill of "poor but honest parents"
and' who with a long handled spoon.
Lay a the jurors came to the prompt conclutask. Within the next few days the said:
got rids ate a plenty. But news- circle of heavy wrapping
paper over sion that thr defendants
bureau of labor will issue a report
were much
"That is a question to which every papers and magaz nes do not tell the top of the can, pressing
the cover maligned and persecuted men, and
showing in detail the great increase man will give an answer according to much of the men who have perse- down
hard so that no salt can get .n. exonerated them from
all complicity
in the cost of food, clothing and his bias. Some will say that the vered in theirThonor and died poor.
and pack in ire and salt for several in the nvindier
of J. B. Marcum. We
'other necessary supplies during the trusts are, responsible; others may
Of course there is a reason.
hours.
were formerly an ardent
past year. The report will show also it is the eariff, while still others may
Mien vibe> succeed, in getting rish
Pistachio ice cream--Blanch a but we are now heartily Goebelite.
in favor of
that there was no corresponding in- insist that it 's all due to the in- are exceptions to the general rule and quarter
of pound, of pistachio nuts freeing Caleb Powers. It s a shame
crease in wages during 1905 to offset creasxd wages paid to labor. I would therefore notable. The value of a by pouring
boiling water over them to confine and punish him,
and to free
the higher prices for the. necessities not care to give an opinion until I news story is cktermined, by
ts allow them to
stand for ten minutes. Hargis and stick it to tfhe other fel•
uniqueness.
A phenomenal career when the skins can readily
of life.
had examined more carefully into all
be remov- low. He is entitled to equal justice.
excites interest.
•4
The continued alpward flight of of these phases.
ed. Dry the nuts and grind to a paste
The average man lives and dies adding a few drops of
the cost of meat, flour, vegetables
It might be that every one of these
cream. Have
PICAYUNES.
..nd other articles of food will be set causes had something to do with the comparatively poor. He is not so ready a custard made of six eggs and
built
that
he
can acumviate money. a pound of sugar. Afterthe
forth in indisputable figures. This is increased cost of living, but what
custard
A persstant lover can develop any
the first time that this report will some attribute as the principle cause You could not pass enough statutes is cooked and cooled add a quart of sort of girl's
negative to an affirmato
make
rich.
lm
The exceptional
show, during the present era of might after careful study be found
to man is built- to make money. You rich green vegetable coloring to color tive.
prosperity, an advance in the cost of be only a very insignificant factor
The lights of the right kind of
in could not fill the law book's full the cream a light delicate green and
living without an accompanying in- producing the final result."
freeze.
home
iluminate the road to heaven
enough to prevent 'him from accunmcrease in wages. This may account
' ,Either of the following cake seLots of people think a dollar saved
A Glut of Money.
tatting
wealth.
Money
seems
to stick misses are good, and can be made as is a good
iTa
a large part for the treemndous
time lost.
Because John Sharp Williams, SenWe handle all the finest and daintvolume of complaint, which seems to ator Joseph W. Bailey and other to his fingers.
Irich as one likes by using any favorThe royal highway to SUCCOis is a
The life stories of men who have
be general all over the country, that Democratic leaders assert the tariff
path every youth. must blaze for him- est articles with the utmost care,
. ite ic rig.
Pved unsullied lives and died poor
and make repairs that are absolutely
household expenses arc running up and trusts are responsible fo the asI
Hot
water
cake—Four self.
sponge
are cornmon. Here is one from real
beyond all reason.
A conceited woman is no sort sf satifactory.
ergs, two cups of sugar, a pinch of
cending scales of prices, officials of life:
salt, two cups of flour, three level nuisance compared to her who susThe farmer who sells his potatoes the administration are chary about
This man was generous-hearted.
teaspons of baking powder, two tea- perttsr that She is cute.
direct to the consumer has boosted discussing for publication this import- He never aspired
to be rich. All he spoons of vanilla,
one-half cup of 'Marry a noble yonng idea has been
prices because everybody else has. ant subject. They realize that in the waked of the world was
a decent liv- boiling water.
Mix ingredients in the stabbed to death with a founThe housewife returns from market coming campaign they will have to ings worthily earned, a
•
roof tree and
tain pen.
with a sad story of extortionate de- depend on "prosperity," and are not clothes and food for his family. In order given and bake.
Lady cake—Four pounds of Ron.
It's very sad—lots of OS do live to
mands by the butter man, the chick- inclined to admit that high prices all h s life he never earned so much
en seller and the dealer in beans, mean anything but good times for as a thousand dollars in a year. Out t WO and three-fourths cups of sugar, a green old age.
PHONE 732-a.
one and one-half cup of butter, six
'Necessity iv the fair young mouse
peas and tomatoes. Without the ex- the country at large. •
of his modest salary he saved enough
that
ergs,
guides,
oneteaspoon
most
ful
baking
of
powof
of
pens
the
gencuse that the wicked trusts and the
A high government official who has to pay for his home. He kept his
robber tariff are responsible, the been a close student of the trade for children in school until they gradu- der, and one tablespoonful of vanilla. ius.
Few friends sypathize with a man
dealers in these homely commodities the past ten years furnishes what he ated in the high school. He was Bake -sr a large square pan. afterin his success.
honorabk in all hs dealings. He wards cutting in squares and ice.
send their prices kiting, and the considers a plausible explanation
of
'No girl who has a small brother
SARAH CRANFORD.
common people foot the bills in the the great increase in the cost of liv- paid his debts. He worked hard and
ever grows to be inordinately vain.
Sold at
spent
little
in
/
luxuries.
good old way.
He helped
ing. In brief, it is, that not only the
And After all, they who hoard their
Gray's Buffet,
Dr. Pepper Notice.
Popular priced restaurants are be- United States but the world is suf- his fellows when he could. He selnamey have only money to show for
Palmer
'Huse Bar,
dom
'complained
of
put
'his lot. 'He
ing driven out of business by 35- fering from a glut of money—gold;
The Paducah Bottling Co. is the it.
L. A. Lagomarsno.
cent steaks and 30-cent chops. Men that the monetary wealth has in- by a few dollars for old age. Never only
company authorized to bottle
on moderate salaries have stopped creased greater than the supply of did he lcnowngly consnrit a crime Dr.
Pepper
in Paducah ,and adjacent
building homes, because the costs of life's necessities, with the result that tosairsat the state or humanity. He territory.
laughed
often
and
loved
much.
And
•
lumber and other building materials the purchasing power of money is
C
•snowrite for our big TRIII
ARTESIAN MFG. & BOTTLING
III
C:11;11
have gone away beyond their reach. less than when there was compara- when he died men said. "He was
the most
ICICril h'
MITT::
CO., Prop., Waco, Texas.
an 'honest man and a good citizen."
• A False Prosperity.
BELOW any otherBI%II
tively a scarcity of gold.
;
'1=e;Tires
dealer in itlir
7virj
oirtlI"
.
I a t 1 ': 'i
'Nothing startling about such a
Secretary Shaw, who worships the
The bureau of labor records show story, nothing 'vs it to exploit. But WHAT
from an.,
DO NOT our A DICYO
KENTUCKY
at avy Jr
Dingley tariff and
stand-patism, that retail prices have been going up it is typical of the
or on &My k,nd of feesu, until you have received our complete Frew Cato.
average man of
EDITORS ARE SAYING
togas* illustrating and describing every kind of high grade and low-grids
maintains that the conditions 'spell steadily since 'Soo, save for an in- this
country—the salt of the earth.
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
prosperity. Persons on small salaries terval of three years from 1/193 to
PRICES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factory
Let DO mats think he is a failure
Solid
Reliance.
direct
to rider with no middlemen's prodts.
---$15, $as and $25 a week—say it is 1895. That was a period of business he 'has lived an honest
wEamp ON aprimon. mak:rad a cad &yard, Pay the Freight and
and a useful
(Louisville Herald.)
-a false prosperity and exhibit depict- depression.
allow 10 Days Froe Trial and make other liberal terms which no othei
I ie. Ignoble s•uccess—an d the sucThe man too -ndifferent to vote and
house in the world will do. You will learn everything
and get much vain
-ad savings bank accounts and skimpy
Commencing with tRg6 the aver- cess of many rich is of that sort—is too flionest to sell his vote is one of
able information by simply writing us•postal.
We need
methods of living to prove it. The age began to rise again and it has nothing more than successful failure. the -solid reliance%
in every town and can olle-r an opportunitj
of the gangster
to make moneyl
aifolutatirming men who apply at once.
True riches consists in a life of politician.
continued upward without a falter.
integr•ty and good influence. It has
site
a higher ,meaning. a deeper signifiOnly
The
Way, Indeed.
HEAT-CRAZED VERSE.
cance than the mere getting of
(Bath County World.)- _
money.—The Bystander in Lovisvilic
i
i
i51)
In
ar
tP
rOrPr
Art exchange says the Hargis trials i
duos
P'14i0r.$
—DENTIST—
NAILS,TACKS
If I were only a seal,
Herald.
Will Sell
are getting monotonous, and suggests
OR GLASS
You a Sample
I would dive under iceberg and floe,
Truehart Bluiltrong.
that if the Hargis
WON'T LET
gang can't
be
Pair
for
Only
.50
T THE AIR
And never come up to the top
Almost every coal dealer claims dropped in any other way, they ought
(CASH WITH ORDER $A
OU
Unless it were going to snow.
his coal is the best but there is only to be dropped through trap doors at NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts- the ends of ropes. If they ever get
Or were I a polar bear,
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both justice that will be the only way to making. No danger from THORNS.CACNotice the thirst rubber tread
's VS. PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
And happened to have the price. phones NO. 3. James J. O'Donnell, drop them
"A" and puncture strips "H'
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
"ID," also rim strip "IV
sad
•
•
*
I'd breakfasts and lunch and dine
General Manager.
be ouleanired like any other tire.
IM prevent rim omitting. TIdg
Mather
Wes
On hashed and fricasseed ice.
will outlast any (Abut
Will Kiss Pain Away.
Two Hundred TheAk.sand pairs now in Reillid WIG. OWE
tmalta-4101111'. ELASTIC sag
(Hopkinsville Kentuckian.)
"eventy-Rve Thot.f.T.F4 pairs sold last year.
St. Louis and Tennessee River PackAfternoon Refreshments for Summer.
SART RIDING.
Lexington is very, very sore over
DESDRIPTIONt Made in all irises. It is
And had I the wings of a bird,
and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
et company—the cheapest and bes
with a special quality of rubber, which never becomes porous and wbich closes sp small punctures
.16
the loss of the state fair to Louisville
I would fly like a dart to my goal
without allowing the air to escape. We have barbs&a letters from satisfied customers stating
Fruit cup--Use almbst any kind of The people have raised $15.0oo, and that their tires hare only been pumped ape/noes*twit*in a whole semen. They weigh no
excursion oet of Paducah.
And removing my socks, I would
more thaw
'fruit, such as sections of oranges will 'hold a fair the same week Lou s- an ordinary tire, the puncture resUting qualities teisir even by several layers of thin, spechilly
perch
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding leek"sanmadon commonly felt when riding on asphaR
strips of pineapple, slIces of appricots vale will hold the state fair.
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
On the top of the icicly pole.
;
squeezed out between the the and the road thus oventeming all suction. The regular price of these
*
or peaches, grapes, halved and seeded.
tires tipsy!. per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making a vetial factory price to the rider
of only k.rio per pair. AB orders shippedsame day letter is r ...ivret We ship C.O.D. on approval_
a slice or two of banana, plums or
Brains.
Head,
Big
Weak
But I'm boiling and stewing and
Tou do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
grapefruit, an a little lemon juice.
(Fairvieiw Review.)
We will allow a cask iltissonnt of percent(thereby making the price S4.5 per pair) if you send
craezd. •
Sweeten to tase and set on ice for an
The blg bead is a very popular way TULL CASH W/TII ORDER and recluse this advertisenteat. We will also serW one nickel
plated brass hand pimp and Lou Elanspaon metes puncture closers on full paid orders(theme metal
My head buzzes round with the
Setts or two before serving, to becomie of expressing At very frequent and poncture closers to be used in ease of intentional knife cuts or heavy gasint:LITires to be returned
heat;
OCR expense if for any reason they are sot satisfactory on exam!
very cold. A lit0e filisit sherbert may common ailment among a 'certain atWe
are perfectly relialle and money seat ks us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postman,
No more I get frostbitten looks,
serv- class who are weak in the upper story. Psalter, :pressor Freight Agent or the Mime
he
desired
added
before
just
if
or this paper about us. It you order • pal,
It is a trip of pleasure, comfor
And I can't get a touch of cold ing.
tuese tires, you will find that they will ride easier. rue faster, wear better, last longer and
It is said to arise from various causes, finer than any tire you have ever wader seen at any price. We know that you will be so well p.r-.wd
and rest; good service, good tabl
feet.
'Fruit ice cream—Break the whtes but,tbe real foimdation is the want of that when you want •bicycle you will give as your order. We want you to send us a small trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire osier.
—Chicago Examiner.
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
of seven eggs into a bowl and, add two a ceetan amount of common sense COASIER—DR4ICES,b,flit_up-w
h..1.. saddles, pedals, parts and r•psart, ant
everything in the bicycle line are sold by um at dis..t tlioutiam.
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
cups of powdered sugar and a pint of A very little sometimes develops it in
men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogie.
Pittsburg Coa: Co. Office No. 126 ribh -cream to which has been added some people. A few better rags on prises charged by dealers and repair
ycle otte alispaair till fromanylionNeOuTn TilloNt t1.1 UnYI Y.;'al
For other information apply to his
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
of rts
until
Menow
a bit of baking soda the size of a pea. their bade, a little office in which one DO NOT WAff tr,!_
wonderful offers we are making. It only costa•postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
Roger, rtsperintendent; Frank L
The best coal in Paducah.
Put over a fire in a double boiler, and its clothed with brief autilisrity, is
Brown, agent.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
bring to the scalding point, hut re- often the cause of the disease. At
'
40:*

'

Have
Moved
to

311
Broadway

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

I

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

311 Broadway.

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

ENT1

A. S. DABNEY

$8.O PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ONLY
$41:L$R32r
•80

Excursion:

the Round Trip to
S8100 TFiornmisses
river & return

IlEAC' CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.*"11 L7. CHICAGO. ILIA

'reiliarscidsidadd.„

'dtddit

Ali
courts decided against him, and t,he he brought the rascal to town where if hi rat gets a trial he
will be eeni
suits were thrown out.
he was pheed in the county jail.
encled1;49, bang, as 'he does not deity
•
MOB IS FORMED.
the crime. The county attorney saki if
addition
In
to the city authorities
The news reached the city before the jtvige d:d not call a special term
NAMES E. WILHELM, President.
being harassed with those notorious
McNutt could get in town with his Matifinewi would probably be left in
SOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
suits, the tax-payers, who formerly
!men, therefore many went out 'to jail hire Until the regular term next
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
paid Worten's salary, are now called !meet him. The frenzied community fall, as they feared to tgise hira beck
upon to pay something like $5oo lin • learning of the arrest, became to Mayfield as feeling was never highPUBLISHED :au THE
REGISTBR ei1.I.VS1APER CO.
court costs in those cases, the court k. reatly excited and, thoosands, con- er, anid the only reason he was not
'lynched yesterday was because the
(Incorporated)
being unable to make the 'bill oute od gregated around the jail to wreak mob dad no leader.
Matthews did
commission
of
vengeance
such
for
a
Worten's clients. We again say that
tt Re, *tar Uundanips 523 Broadway.
fearful crime upon one of the most not seem to care whether he retrlined
it is an outrage that the city is popular and estimable ladies of the in she Mslyfield jail, or was br oght
Entered a. the postoffice of Padunow forced to pay this amount city. They demanded the life blood here, itimpearing a matter of indifcah, Ky., asi second-class mail matter.
feretice to him.
When tthe general council pays the of the brute who would take such an •°?.
frail'
advantage
woman
in
a
of
a
$530
bill, as, they will have to do, it should
One Year
Almost every coal dealer claims
lonesome spot, and if they could
2.92
six Months
at once instftute suit against J. :stalk
his coal is best, but there is only one
have
gotten their hands on him, he
Three Months
1.25
coal that can prove it. The Pittsburg
Worten to recover the money. He would have
been lynched.
.10
One Week
Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
acted as the attorney of that gang
ARRANGED
ROPE
IN
THE phones No. 3. James J.
O'Donnell,
and it is a fact that he 'wrote letters
Anyone failing to receive this paper
COURT ROOM.
General Manager.
regularly should report the matter to
to a number taf thend and made conSome of the
mod
procurred
The Register office at mace. Tele- Committee
No one w II deny that the general tracts with them to pay him a fee a huge rope which they attached to
special engineer
the
with
phone Cumberland 318.
Mr. Holmes, be authorized to take the council is the supreme body in the equal to one-half of the amount re- the swinging chande'ier in the police
court room, so as to be ready to
necessary steps to place the electric municipal government.
lit has the covered from the city. He was 'n- crack the negro's neck if he was
plant in condition to receive the new power to require art accounting from serested in those suits and so inform- gotten hold of.
Everything wa
machinery at the proper time, and to every board midi olTiCial in the °AV ed the city in a notice to the mayor; pandemonium and clamor, but it
make any such changes as may be and to review and paiss upon all rec- and 'being interested in the litigation seemed the mob lacked a leader, and
required to accomplish this; and the ords or work performed: 'The general it is our opinion that the city can although they yelled and demanded
Friday Morning, July 27, 1906.
the darky, still none made a forward MR. KATTERJOHN
expense to be charged to the conting- council is supposed to plan and autho- recover for all sums paid out on acPREPARING
move to storm the jail., Some - cooler
TO LET CON RAC
And
suits.
notorious
FOR
those
count
of
rize
all
work,
ent
to
fund."
apportion
the funds
heads in the crowd mark speeches to
The General Council and Board of
THE WORK.
recovered it s the hundreds surrounding
be
can
this
sum
if
and
to
lanact
compare
the
reader
for
he
the
Les
people:
other boards
the jail, adPublic Works.
resolution execute and carry out the designs and due the tax-payers for the general vising them to disperse and let the
It seems that light is beginning to guage and purpose of that
carry out the designs of the general council to take steps in that direction law take its course, but this only Another
Story is to be Added to
dawn upon certain members of the with the purported interview of Aladded fuel to the fire and no attencouncil. No one will deny the right
Rhodes-Burford's Build.ng on
general council who have been going derman Palmer. and he will at once
tion was paid to these remarks.
of he general council to call for every
North Fourth.
Municipal Ownership.
upon the idea that that the legislative see 'how skilfully the interview is
VICTIM IDENTIFIES
ASSAILrecord
in
the
city
says:
Parisian
drawn
or
is
to
and
Tenn..
the further fact that it
The Paris,
visit and' inbranch of the city government has
ANT.
spect all plants or Work, but we do Paris is ahead of most towns in one
the right and power to ride rough misleading, for it is not backed tip
Shortly after Matthews was landed
Mr. Wiliam Katterjohn is prepardeny it the power to become the ex- particular
at least, and that is in the in jail Miss McClain was carried be- ing to let the contras:it, for remodelshod over the other departments and by the resolution offered by Palmer
ecutive department of the city.
A excellence of its electric light and fore him, and positively identified him ing the two buildings owned by the
arrogate to that body the right to If it was intended for the board of
discharge the duties and functions of public works to have charge of the line IS laid down in the charter beyond water system. Unlike a great many as the brute who assaulted her. She Rock estate at 319 and 321 Broadway
which it may not pass, and when it cities it owns and controls its own was very nervous on gazing into that the latter being occupied by the
the other branches. and in direct op- work of enlarging the plan why did
degenerate face, but said there was Noah's Ark people, and. be other
dries
pass that Line and undertake to electric light and
water plant; and
position to the charter. The leg s- the resolution not indocile" the board
no mistake, as did I.eo Kelso, the by the George Rock shoe company.
usurp
the
powers
and prerogativh of the superiority of its electric light
In our opinion the board was purlattwe in its wisdom saw fit to divi
Katterjohn is one of the estate
negro man coming up just as
other departments, it must expect to
executors andl several thousands of
srvice, especially, is a matter of fre- Matthews ran.
the government of second class cities posely and deliberately omitted bebe called upon to halt. While the
After the identification the mob dollars will be expended, remodeling
quent comment. Few other cities
into three separate and distinct de- cause it was the intention of Aldergeneral
council has some real smart
sC W larger and larger
man
and for a the establishments and putting them
Palmer
put
to
the
engineer
and
of its size come up to Paris in this
partments, the legislative, executive
in first class condition. The work
whie
business
it
looked
men
as
if
in
they
t, yet the
would fincommittee in charge of the workt If
respect ,and in no other city in the ally get organised and
expected to ‘tart tlhortly. and when
and judicial, and expressly prohibits
storm the jail.
Creator. did not give them all the
any one department to exercise th we are mistaken in this ibow is it that
s(ate of Tennessee are the rates so hut they did got. All the time they completed the store house swill he
brains or ability, consequently there
were outside, ihe officers were inside among the finest along Broadway.
authorIty and power conferred upon the Palmer res lution was written
I OW.
are just as good' men to be found in
as
shown
above?
figuring how to spirit the darky away.
either of the other departments. The
Arrangements are being made to
They thought they would brave the
Mr, Holmes states that no instruc- other departments and men who wi:1
charter that creates the general counPony For Bak.
let the contract for erection of anbe just as prompt in asserting their
mob, and at one o'clock in the aftercil creates the board of public work. t ores had been given him by the cornI have a nice pony for side cheap. noon ordered a surrey from Livery- other story upon the buildings at
rights
arid
prerogatives
as
rnittee,
any
but
other
if
the.
conirrittee
did not
and defines the several rights and
Call 922 Trimble. PAT GROGAN. man Kirksey. but the mob made the 1ra-114-116 North Fourth street. ocset
of
men.
cupied by the Rhodee-Burford estabintend
to
*liars"
take
of
the plart
powers of each. Certain members uf
proprietor take it back. It was seen lishment as their
main salesrooms.
On
but
leave
April
it
to
the
board of public
5. the board of public
the general council have seen fit
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126 danger was ahead, 50 the officers The structure 'itthree 'tor es high
works as Alderman Ptineer would now works addressed a respectful com- Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
waited along until about 4:40 o'clock now anti oened by Mr. Thomas Atthrough prejudice or other species of
have the public believe, why did not munication to she general conho I in
in the afternoon, when they saw the kins and Met Frank L. Panfram.
The best coal in Paducah.
narrowonindedness to ignore the
mob was shaping itself up for action. Plans for the additional story have
regard to the appointment of certain
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
r ghts of the board of public works Mi. Holmes, who- was issuing CnvitaQFFICERS
BRAVED THE MOB. been drawn, and when it is firristhed
officers,
and
is that letter said.: "This
in several particulars and especially in dons, invite the ,board that has charge
Deciding to take desperate chances, at a cod of about $5.ono, the Rhodesboard
has
no desire to assume any of
regard to titre lighting plant, but it control and supervision of the plant.
the authoriOes had the surrey to Burford floor will have more floor
the rights and privileges conferred upcome around again to in front (if the space than any two establishments in
seems that they overstepped the to be present?
Since both M. Holmes and Mr on the general council, but it respect;ail
They then took Matthews out the entice c ty, it amounting Oven to
bounds laid down by the charter and
of his cell, and lining up on both about (,ono equate feet. This extra
ascertaining that fact they now under- Palmed endeavor to create the int- fully insists upon exercising all the
aides of him, the authorities with floor is needed to accommodate the
visoc, to the plant rights, and privileges intended,.for. it
take to make it appear that they had presaion that
orawn guns marched out to the rig, stock for the increasing business.
no such ntentipn.
Presuming that had no significiande The Register will to exrcise." This covers theetalse tlforcing back the crowd in a de•
the interviews quoted in an afternoon now say that the superintenderrit of ly and is the only potiltick'tbat a
termined
manner, but expecting every
(Continued From 1-17}1 Pa WC.)
moment for an onslaught that would
paper are correct.we reproduce them. the plant states that when Mr. Holmes self-respecting body can take, and as
They are in: 'r4gard to the committee arid the committee visited the plant the general council did not see fit to ing, and proceeded out to her home re ieye them of possession of the
from the general council assuming to Wednesday that the commttee in- agree with the opinion rendered at about half a mile from the city where despera(lo.
(Continued from Page One.)
DASH THROUGH MOB.
take charge of the plant in order to structed Mr. 'I-7'0meg to order certain that time by the attorneys . of the she resides alone with her iddowed
mother,
She
had
gotten
just
outside
The officers were successful, and from attendisg normal
enlarge it. before the acting city so- shafting and located certain rests and board. nothng was left for the board
school s: Chiof town, along the railroad track, reaching the vehicle, dumped the
cago.
licitor gave it as his opinion that the entered fully upon making all ad to do but to instruct the attorneys
when Matthews approached her and negro into the bottom of the surrey,
control and supervision of the plant nandernents for the location of die ma- to carry the matter in court and set- asked if she had any money. She re- and all
four officers then leaping in
Operated On.
is vested solely in'the board of pub- chnery to be instalkdd and just be- tle the question for all time to come. plied she did not. At this the negro grabbed up the reins and
whip and
Last evening Martin Allcrick, of the
lic works. The committee and the fore the committee left the plant the and in due time the courts will pass grabbed her purse she was carrying. beat their way through the mob that Ideoes sec- ion of
the county. wall
special engineer, completely ignoring members said that it would not be upon that question as well as other With brazon affrontery th; brute tried to tear the harness from tld operated on re. Riverside hotptal 'ay
then
told her of the crime he was anima's, but were forced back. Gain- Dr. 1te.1 Stetadrt tor appendicitis.
the hoard of public works set about necesdiry for the committee to kdep questions that must be settled at
going to commit, and grasped her. ing the outer circle of the crowd, the
The lad is only about to years of
vsiting
the
plant that they would some t'arie or other. As we undertaking charge of the plant and doing
She fought him bitterly, but the three deputy sheriffs and county
age. and Lam .been suffering for sevatturn
the
matter over to Mr. Palmer stand it, the board of public works burly negro overpowered the weak
with .t as might suit their pleasure,
torney, drove at breakneck speed. eral soaellin Wit* the ailment which
and Mr. Holmes. If this statement. has no feeling in the matter,
being lirtle woman, and in their struggle, leaving Mayfield by an easterly dim: had made such .nroads on his conand the interviews explain theniselvea
which is vouched for by the super. composed of business men. they wish they stumbled and rolled down the tion on the Benton road. but after di/ices that tle. doctor does not say
and are as flows:
intrndent of the plant. is correct, then to know exactly where they stand side of the track embankmert. There getting out some miles, then took to fortune ttiat he will recover from tha"Mr. Holmes said:
the black devil got control' of the ,he Paducah and Farmington road, operat ion.
"There were no instructions given it is proof positive that it was the so ad to attend strictly to the duties
woman and accomplished his foul and finally reached here last night
s
by the committee, I merely explained inceneon of.
the committee to ignore of the board, not nterfering with purpose.
about ç o'Cock. All the way the)
Gored by Bovine.
the situation to the members, and
the board of public works and take others nor isermitting others to inSCREAMED FOR HELP.
Clove at breakneck speed, two officers
-• \V.
Levan of Uridde street
they were out there on my invitation
All the time during the struggle on each seat, and the negro safely be- in Mjechanicsburg has the flesh of her
charge
of the plant. We have no de- terfere with it. If the board is in
VVIIren the deal for new machinery
6
was entered into T was inntructed to sire to do an injustice to any one hut charge of the electric plant it will Miss' McClain screamed for help, and tween. The authorities did not lose left arm torn for many niche-. and the
this attracted a negro man named a moment as they feared the mob bone bared on account of the cow
go ahead with the plans for altering the purported interviews of
maintan
charge
of it; and if such is
Messrs.
lee Kelso, who came rush:rig up would follow, and true to their stir- she was ortiTleirg becoming angry at
the plant. and I merely wished them
Holmes and Palmer are not borne out not the lady, its members will step abotit time the darky competed
the mi5e about forty arrived here only a her, at her Jaunt% and turning around
to understand the matter:
by the acts of the committee nor the aside and turn it over to other hars55 deed. Matthews rushed off down the few
"Alderman Palmer said:
moments after the quartette ar- stuck, its horn in the lady's arm,
'There Was no dntention on the resolution written by Alderman Pal- whatever may be the rights and Pow- track, while Kelso picked up Miss rived with their prisoner, but too late
part of the joint light committee to mer and ahpoted by the aldermen. Al- ers of the board even down to the McClain, who prostrated by
the to 'et to him.
Knocked From Vehicle.
usurp the prerogatives of the board though the action
attack
bat
still
possession
in
her
of
After landing their prisoner in the
minutest
H'. A: Mid)
detail,
they propose to ex, and Levi Brien had
of ithe aldermen
of public 'wor'kts nor to act offle'ouslv
has not 'been concurred in by the erci'd, and svi:l i;ot suffer it to be full faculties. The young lady in comity jail here, the officers put up their. horse drinking at the pulite
in the matter. We were invited out
formed Ke*o of what had occurred, the:r rig, and went to different waterinkyttegob oni, Third and Jackthere by Engineer Holmes and he ornmeilmen, yet the committee and harassed or annoyed by any petty and the man accompanied her home points over the
. 90n
rects,. yesterday shortly aftercity.
and Supermen-dent Kee-bler laid be- Mr.'Holmes ihave already enter,ed up- schemers who may have the impu- %Acre she remained for a while, and
noon, when a passing street car struck
BLACK
DEVIL
CONFESSES.
fore us the plans' In 111 of which we on the work of enlarging the
the Vehicle. tore off one wheel, and
plant. dence to undertake to assume duties dith her mother, was then taken to
The offices said that Matthews conconcurred. The initiative was taken
In the purported interview of Pres- conferred upon the board by the legis- the nearby residence of Mr. P. M
1,0141011 the occupants out .who were
feloed to having committed the hady .beuised, Int(
by the committee in no instance. As
no bone. broken.
Copeland, brother-in-law of Deputy
representative, of the people, alithor- ident Rinkliff of the board of pubic lature of Kentucky. This is the po,
crime, and spoke about his strength
Galloway
Sheriff
who
was
one
the
of
works,
he
izing the expenditure of the money, 1
states the facts in the case sition of the hoard of public works,
being superior to Miss McClain; that
4144
Boy Broke Leg.
platy that accompanied the darky
thinkt we had a perfect right fo go anti is backed by the records. The and if the general
he threw her down easily. The negro
lamed the 8-year-old son of Mr
council indats on here last night.
out there and acquaint ourselvies with general council
says he is only 16 years of age, but /Berman Friedman of Ste Jeffersoe.
has 'simply followed "Innting in," the matter will
SEARCH FOR THE BRUTE.
be left
the situation."
•ooks to be fully 21 or 22 years. He stroo is suffer ng from his left leg
the leadership of a demagogue, who to the
Immediately after the assault, the
courts, and in the meantime
"President Rinkliff, of the board of
is of the uneducated kind that does that he bro'me je,t above the ankle
to vent his prejudice or
public works, said:
to'. the board will continue to condand news spread like wildfire and the not seem to realize
the enormity of by fi'lii from the iron fence' surtown dot up in arms, and scoured
"Since this board has the responsi- wardsthe board of public works has its affairs with an eye
his crime, about which he talked rounslire the Hirckivor hrirr.,e n.t Eighth
5"ingle to the
the
surrounding
and
city
woods, but
bility for the management and the prevailed upon his fellow-mendiers to
fieely and with unconcern. His home and Jefferson.
public good.
failed to find the fiend.
success or failure of the plant. we overstep
Messages
the provisrons of the (shorter.
is in Missiasippi and he lived in Mayshall not allow the general counsil
were sent to every surrounding city.
WOMAN ALL RIGI-IT.
field
until three years ago when he
•
*
or the lighting committee to assume
including Paducah, but they said no
left.
He
came
back
with
Robinthe
Unfortunately
for
the
city
The
charge of thie work. If they could
and the
Chain Gang Suits.
rape had occurred, this being acson circus severa'! weeks ago and has Wanted to Commit Suicide on Actake the work and the responsibility, board of public works too, the general
in the f."” - of the bill for court counted for by the fact that the Maycount of Unbearable Troubles.
been thete since. He was suspected
too, it might be different. Siqx:rin- council seems' to overlook the
fact costs agnintt the ,:iity in the notorious field officers did not know until yes- of the many burglaries that have octerident Koehler asked for instruc- that in a
number
A
of
second-class city the board chain gang :-ti's '
Mrq. Locy Calve wes all 'right last
,anther chapter of tcrday morning.
curred since his return, and yesterday
tions as, to bow he ghoul(' proceed f
i regroes were arrested but released on
116.1.1t of eilwer.
of public works and other 'boards are the outrage is :iefore the public.
is the
confessed
to
County Attorney Weaks
ordered to do anything by the genproving their identity.
wife
" Calvs,m, the
"HtutSpy Jar,
of
that
he
broke
into
many
houses
and
eral council, and we referred the required to pig-form duties that in
J. Mark Wlorten, ex-city solicitor, is'CAPTURED BY MEMBERS OF
slight-of-bend artist who hold!, forth
stole different things.
question to the city solicitor. Mr. third-class cues arc discharged by the malt who
in a house in Mechanicsburg. She
intsip'red those suits
HIS OWN RACE.
Comity Attorney Weeks returned
Keebler will act in accordance with committees of the common
had taken morphine and lotinidanum
council against the very city from which be
It was known who committed the
to Maefield on the 4 n'clorks train this
this op nion. We have not been con- and
as a consequence the board
clay 'before and was found semithe
!deed,
yesterday
about
morning
years
and
had
of
drawn a salary for the two
morning, while the
three deputy
sulted in the matter of improving the
.
conscious lying on the pavement 411
railroadsect
some
ion
o'clock
ot
pnblic
to
4aid
it
he
works
becomes
an
active
today
in
sheriffs
factor just preceding, and
will drive through
lighting plant and I think the comThird near Jackson street. She akttl
Attorney Weales, said, the
mittee has, not shown the board mucili in the city government, so irnich so the credit of the other attorneys in hands working at Gravel Switch, their rig.
she wanted to she on accotsnt of
Mayfield,
espied
from
three
mmi.es
inwould
an
for
here
be
left
negro
courtesy in the matter."
that one frequently bears the expres- the city, not
a angle one of them the accused hiding in
some bustler definite period, as he though it would troubles.
Now What are the facts in the case: sion that "the board of public works filed any of the
•
suits of the same char- alongside the track. Rushing up they be a tong while before feeling against
S
hunseveral
The general cduncil provided for the is running the town.' Such %s not acted Worten
afterpoon
—Yesterday
one
overpowered
so,
him, in doing
fileddaixty-five of the
him slusided. If the jud'or of Maydred DuQuoin, Ifl, excursioniSts,
enlargement 0
. 44160340tA, it had a the case, as that board', attends strict- suits, each for
$to.000, and could he of the section men having to strike field wants to call a special term of
came here by boat from Metropolis,
again.
perfect right to do anal according to ly to such business as may belong to :have won,
The negroes court, have the negro confess
them, it would have bank- him over the head.
to which place they came down Mu*
judgrender
quickly
-and
hlirn,
indict
Thomas
over
tome
Matthews
the acting city solicitor's interpreta! ,that department, which covers the rtipted the city,
but fortunately the :
-,4 C N
on the train.
DuQuoin
believed
•
is
who was 01I t that wa y, and mient, this can be done. It
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tiondif the charter, their power ended streets, sewers, wharf, market-house
there. and it was then the duty of and electric light plant, those utilithe board of public works to extucte ties requiting constant attention and
the will of the general council, but bringing the board constanly in conno, either through a lack of confidence tact with' the public .
,Ever since the board of public
or respect for the board, the aldermen
.Works
Palmer
was, established in Paducah
at the instance of Alderman
instructed the board ofiapublic works there has been a feel:ng of antipathy
to put up the necessary poles and towards it in the general council; this
and' then was so with the Democratic general
wires for 35 additional
proceeded to turn the plant over to council, with the half-Democratic and
the special engineer and joint light half-Republican body and the present
committee, without any reference Republican general council. The Demboard of pubt c ocrats id one time sought means to
whatevor to the
works, and the certified copy of the abolish the board but gave it up. In
second resolution introduced by Al- a city the size of Paticatv there is 100
derman Palmer, now 'before us reads much world for the general ..council
to do, hence the provisions for the
as follows:
"That the Joint Light and Water various boards.

REMODELING OF
TWO BUILDINGS

LYNCHING BEE
IS SPOILED

Lett Hospital for Old Home

• LITIGATION ABOUT
"DEVIL WAGON"

owes her the balance mene

, BURGLAR
FAD ABEco !No
SERIOUS

Bankrupt's Petition.
A petition in bankruptcy was filed ,
yesterday by Mark M. Hancock, giving $15o liabilities and no assets. He
„
is a railroad fireman.

tkereet a little farther the thieves
entered the yard of Mr. Ferd Wath
erington and stole considerable clothing and a few other things.

Why will you suttee
W41", '"eefeeefeffesseeeite•

OrkPivight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.

Extends to Mayfield.
Several Mayfield gentlemen arriving here yesterday said the bold deSUIT
WEILLE
FILED
BEN
predations of burglars seems to have
AGAINST JEFFREY AND
Can Perform Marriages.
4
if
extended to that city, as for the past
will cure that awful pats.
Yesterday in the county clerk's Ie
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of the Methodist pulpits, to large dust. It can be brushed and shaken
No. icia
No. tag
lawn New Orleans
Peoples' Christian and Educational
congregations who found in him a without any detriment, and though it
7:10 p.m.
9:15
a
.m.
Beare
Congress. Dates of sale July 27th,
Memphis
firm, forceful and deeply learned is not as cool as Shantung, is suf6:45 cm
8:5o p.m,
&saw Jackson, Tenn.
.3oth and 31st, 1906, limit August 8th,
eivine.
oy
8
a.m
ficient
ly
light
in
weight
to:to
for
ordina
p.m.
ry
Leave Rives
1936, by depositing ticket and paying
Miss Sutherland's heal* will not summer wear.
11:58 p.m.
Move Fulton
;fee of so cents, limit can be extended
permit of her 'lying in this climate,
to 15 a.m,
Both materials have the advantage Arty,
53:33 a.m.
6.oa a.m.
to September 8th, 1906. Round trip
Paducah
1 1 :ao a.m.
4
143 am.
INSTEAD OF DOING A "STUNT" and she goes back to California to oi being procurable in especially Leave Paducah
-rate $21.50.
7:40 am.
remain.
r 1 :25 a.m.
pretty shades of gray and tan, and
1:4:
33C
ala.
i
m.
7:50
AT THE CASINO, HE WAS
Arrive Trincelan
12:39 p m.
both are fabrics of which motor hats Arrive
Lexington, Ky..—National Grand
9:so CM.
IN JAIL.
Propkins011e
6:i5
and
caps
may
be
made,
although
Almost every coal dealer claims
Lodge United Brothers of Friendship
hae4we Nashville
3 5:
;7
9'25 p m
his coal is the best but there is only many women prefer small hats of 1149-4rs Evansville
and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten.
3-43 p.m.
9:45 a.m.
Dates of sale July 29th, 30th and Chief Collins Receives Report From one coal that can prove it. The Pitts- straw, the newest of which have *wive Sortonville
1:38 p.m.
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both chamois leather crowns and a threadAugust 1st, 1906, limit August 5th, Patrolmen That Women Are
to:35 am..
Central City
203 p.m.
ing
around
the
rim
betwee
n
straw
phones
1906. Round trip rate
11:30 a.m.
No.
3.
James J. O'Donnell,
Scattering
Norse Branch
From
"Gun3:od p.m.
loops of the same material.
General Manager.
12:55 p.m..
Oweasboro
Barrel" Houses.
p.m.
A very serviceable costume for hot 1111mbre
64'55
8:ou
Louisville, Ky.—Special excursion
.4:SS p.m
Lanierille
weather automobiling is a silk or
515
train leaves 8:50 a. m., Sunday, July
five Cincinnati
4:5S
A Wise Riving That Ice
9:15 p.m. :
cotton shirt waist suit ,or a smart
13
20th, iotxi, tickets good returning on
7
noos
ans,
Wm. Briggs. instead of doing his
Is a Necessity of Life. shirt waist worn
.excursion train only, leaving Louiswith a light weight
(Chicago Examiner.)
skirt, over which is worn a long coat
ville 4:00 p. m., July 3154, 1906. nightly "stunt" at the Wallace park
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
A Wisconsin judge in taking the of Shantung silk or alpaca.
Round trip rate $2.00. Tickets on Casino last evening, was playing hide
Much more smart, however, is the
sale at city office,szo Broadway, Sat• and seek behind the bars in the city ccntrollers of an ice ombination by
NORTH BOUND
the throat, decided .at
No. 306
comple
te costume of Shantung, comurday, July -2Sth, also Sunday morn- jail, with a
No. 374
ice
is a
Imre* Paducah
good sized jag in his necess
11:40 p.m.
ity of life. The ice men, be- prising a skirt and double-breasted
ing, July 2oth
4.20
p.m.
Arrive Carbondale
possession that was gradual'y wear- cause of
4-35 pin.
the alleged scarcity of the coat, fastened with fancy buttons of
8:ao p.m.
liswiet
ing
Chica
off. He is one of the leading article, shot
go
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.—
6:30 a.m.
up the prices and en- tortoise-shell or ivory. With hat,
6:30 a.m.
National Encampment Grand Army characters at the summer playhouse, tered into a combination to hold veil, gloves and shoes to match, it Annive St. Louis
8:30 p.111
7:30
2.fn
makes a stunning costume.
.of the Republic. Dates of sale Aug- but his acting was a litt12 too realis- Clem up
tic
yester
SOUT
day
H
morning.
SOUND.
Fifteen years ago the doctrime that
vst 11th, 12th and 13th, 1906, return
No. 305
No. 375
'Peeve St. Louis
At that time he was in his room at a man had a
Jimit August 31st, 1906; by deposit7:45
right to charge anya.m.
NOTICE.
9:40 p m.
Leave
Chica
go
i
the
New Richmond hotel, pretty well thing he pleased
ing ticket and paying fee of so cents
2:50 a.m.
The hour for the board of pub'ic
for what he had to
6:20 p.m.
.tickets can be extended to September fi li ed with booze, and picking up his se'l was generally accepted as true. works, to inspect the new skilewallos Leave Cabondale
1 1:40 11.M
7:o5 a.m.
Arrive
Paduc
ah
on Jefferson Street between Four.3oth, 1906. Round trip rate $14.80. I revolver, fired it out the window, the In the modern way of looking
3-35 p.m, 11:00 a M.
at
going through an opening over things this docPri
Atlantic City, N. J. and return—
ne has been ex- teenth street and Eighteenth street
at the ice factory opposite and came. ploded.
has been changed from to o'clock
$23.70. Dates of sale August and, tat
I
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LUIZ.
soon, return limit August t3th, 1906. i near striking negro workmen inside.
Every man has a right to make a this morning to 2 o'clock this• afternoon.
Train No. ma August 9th, 1906, re- Hotel attaches went up and took the profit out of any article he
NORT
BOUND
deals in,
lor-8o1
135-835
JOHN G. RINKLIFE,
turn limit August 23rd, 1906. August ig,un from Briggs, who was put to but no man has a right
Leave Nashville
becaus
e
of
8:10
a.m.
,leep,
and
then
when
Presci
he woke up, the conditions brought about
t6th 1906 return, limit August 3ist,I ent.
Leave
Hopkin
sville
by usi i :20 a.m.
wTeielted in jail, warrants being tural causes
6:4o a.m.
cio6.
Leave Princeton
to advance the price of
2:35 p.m.
%
Walki
ng
i
ssued
7:45 a.111
on
the
agains
Water
t
him.
.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. and return.-1
a commodity so as to give him
Arrive
•
Paduc
ah
an
A pair of aquatic shoes has been
4:15
9:25
Pm.
a.m.
It 7.05. Dates of sale—trains No. 122
evtraordinary pr fit.
Leave Paducah
6:15 p.nt.
7 constructed ,which enables its wear9:30 2..TT1
Darkies Had Fight.
and No. 102 July 27th i and No. 104
Arrive Cairo
V a tmli Su)s too.cc,o barrels of
cr to walk on the seater as, easily as
p.m.
7:45
11:10 a.m
July 28.11, too& return limit August!. -Tames Taylor and Ben Boyd, col- hour for $5.00 a barrel
Arr've St. Louis
and expects to l a ship sails the sea.
7:20 a.m.
"Canal boats," Arrive Chicago
4:30 P.in
'14th, 1906. Train No. 122 and No. 102 reed, were arrested yesterday by
them for $5.50 a barrel, and
6:3o a.m.
a for sure, are these water shoes but
August 8th and No. tos August 9th, Officer Rogers on the charge of en- sudden scarcity of
9:30 P.m.
flour comes and het when a foot is slippe
d into each and
roo6. return limit August
2oth. gaging in a mutual fight. They gave puts the price up To $R.00 a barrel.
SOUTH BOUND
122-822
the wearer gives a slight hunch for- Leave
136-836
'Trains No. 122 and 1'62 Attust 24th bond for their appearance this morn- that man is not
Chicago
a fair trader.
6:ao p.m.
ward
with
the body and a deft push Leave St.Lee
end No. tos August 25th, 1906, return ing in the police court.
9:40
a.m
One objecting to this, howev
ls
er, with the right foot and then with the
9:40 p.111.
1:50 p.m,
.limit September 6th, 1906.
Leave Cairo
might insist that if the man
bought left and the shore begins to slip be6:00 a.m.
Disorderly Conduct.
Old Point Comfort, Va., and re5:55 P.m.
Arrive Paducah
his flour for $5.00 and a big
lot
of
I
hind
7:45 a.m.
him
as
if
he
Laura
turn, $18.70. Tickets will be sold for
were wearing the Leave Paducah
Hale, colored, yesterday had flour was sndden
7:40
P.m.
ly dumped on the !famed seven
7:5o CM.
-league boots, size is of Arrive Princeton
3:rts
trains 122 and 102 of August loth, a warrant issued against Jim Hale, market and
he had to sell out at no consid
9:29 a.m.
eration. A long pull, first Arrive Hopkin
and tors on August 11th, 1906. limited colored, charging him with beating $4.00 a barrel,
4:45
sville
the public would not ; with one foot
and then with t'other, Arrive Nashville
6:to p.m.
l ard abusing her. Officer Scott Fer- be fair to him.
to August 25th, 1906. .
They may also be and he is slippi
ng
9:25 p.m.
down
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention guson arrested the man.
stream
as
true. This condition, however,
does easily and poefcally and as noiseCommercial Law League of America.!
Trains marked (*) run daily
not often happen.
except Sunday. All other
lessly as sneaks the Indian in his daily. Trains
Dates of sale July 28, 29. land 3oth
Plea of Heart Trouble.
trains rya
103 and rcia carry through
Water is a necessity of life
and
i
sleepers between Cincinnati,
birchbark
canoe.
3906 limit August 9th, ro06. By de- Chief Collins yesterday received therefore
Memph
is
and
New.Orleass; trains tot and toa
the public should always • Lieute
sleepers between Latvianant Arthur T. Sadler, of the ville, Memphis and
positing ticket and paying fee of reports from a number of patrolmen own
water plants. As a matter of I
New Orleans. Trains Rot
United
and 823 sleepers bewails
States
-Ifty cents tickets can be extended over the city that the lewd characters fact,
volunt
eer
life-sa
l'adic
ving
ah
and
St.
Louis. Train 8ot connects
in the ideal commonwealth the
at East Cairo with
crew at Charlesbank, Mass., is the Sleeper. For
to September 30th, t906. Round trip were scattering where more than one public
Odom&
further information, address,
controls all ,the necessities of
Tate $15.25.
discoverer of this new sport, and he
lived in a house in the respectable life.
7. T. DONOVAN, agent,
City Ticket Office, Paducall,
is also the inventor of the novel boat
-J. T. Donovan, Agent. City portion of town. The chief told them
Ky.
The judge was warranted in interR. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent,
Union Depot, Padua, •
'shoes.
Office eto Broadway.
they must act quickly. Some of the fering with
P.
W.
the
HARL
OW,
busine
D. P. A., Lc+ tisville, Ky,
ss of the ice
R. M. Prather, Agent Union women asked the chief to let thew
fOl-TN A,,scorr,
dealers, and it is a good sign
G. P. 'A. Memphis,
to see . ,Miss' Iola Konetzka has gone to
Depot.
keep one woman at their house, be- him doing
T.5. 1
• S G. ITATfir, C. P. A., :Ana
this.
'. ';)'Center, Ky., to visit.
W. H. BRILL, D. P. A., It.
Loth.
• s.ro•.
- 1111.
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GEirden Hose, Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled*

Ed D.Hannan
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WOOEST MOOSE ANTLERS.
Kentucky to theYront
Policemen Exonerated at
E. H. PURYEAR,
Palm Given to Mane Man's Trophy
With 41$500,000 I";:::
—Keay Own Very HandInvestigation Last Evening
Atturney-at-Law
some Sots.
Steel Company Maine sportsmen and hunters
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildings
are
amused by a statement made recently THE DESIRE OF PATROLMEN HILL AND FERGUSON TO BE 523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, )Cy
. 41z1
to the effect
PUBLI
111111111C
uti

t ;

that a moose killed in
CLY EXONERATED
New 'Phone -Om
WAS COMPLIED WITH—HUGH
New Bsunswiek had antlers with a
EDWARDS ELECTED ENGINEER OF THE ENGIN
E
FOR SPECIALTIES:
spread of 48 inches, which, so far
FIRE DEPARTMENT—CHIEF COLLINS GIVEN
VACAT
ION
fas was known, was the record width.
Abstracting of Titles,
OF ONE MONTH.
ITbeee are rather small antlers; much
Insurance, Corporation and.
Peel Estate Law.
larger tones can be purchased any day
la the taxidermists' shops of Bangor,
Chattanooga, Tenn., Jiny 26.—The panics capitalized at $500,000 each,
says a correspondent of the Washingstory of industrial progroes in the one at $300s000, ard a brick
company ton Post.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
Last evening during the special who informed Officer
Southern States fol. just One week, at $300,000.
Ferguson. The
It
has
lotig
been
questio
a
which
n
meeting
of
the
commiss
police
ioners,
ending today, reflects considerable
latter took charge of the bike and
West Virginia reports a new glass
LAWYER.
light on the momentous movements factory and a $ioo,000 water and light is the largest set of moose antlers in investigations were conducted into made full report of the find to police
the world. Some years ago a set of complaints regarding the services of headqua
which are taking place in this section. company.
rters, so the owner could
antlers from Alaska, mounted in Ban- Patrolman Scott
Ferguson
and claim it. Shortly thereafter a negro Will practice in
The accompanying list of new indusThese items only illustrate the
all courts of Ken.
tries established in the South (luring favorable iudustrial condition of the gor, attracted great attention, as the, Patrolman Ernest Hill of the police named Will Jackson went to the
force. Both were completely exon- officer, fully identified
the week is taken from the reports South as revealed by The Trades- s,prega 74 inches. WO mo4 A.1
tucky.
the wheel and
antlers, however, these were ragged elated by the board of any wrong- ‘laimed it was his.
made to The Tradesman and fully man's list.
He was hard run
and unsymmetrical. The handsomest doing, evidence showing that their for money and offerred
verified. It includes on:ly the morc
to sell it to
Indian Territory.
Flournoy
Cecil Re
antlers are seldom of wide spread, and acts were nothing but proper.
important new concerns, and the
Officer Ferguson, who gave him $1.5o J. C.
Wilburton—Powder mill.
The
investig
ation
those
remarka
into
actions
of
amount of capital involved is stated
the
ble
spread
for
are
the
seldom
bike.
The
officer
then
Kentucky.
sold it
of these two popular officers were at to Saloonist Sam Simon,
;n all cases where the information is
Henderson—$76,000 lumber corn- handsome.
who in turn
LAWYERS.
their
own
request, as on learning sold it to Mail Carrier
obtainable. Some of the items in the
Some time ago the set owned by
Newport—$500,000 steel company.
Greenwall.
there
was
some
list look big—and they are big. For
questio
talk
ning
The latter disposed of it to a negro Rooms so, it and 12, Columbia Bldg,
Pikevills—$2o,000 supply company. .:orman Merriman, of New York, a
example, a glance at the following
The negro was
,Louisville—$10,0o0 antomobile and member of the Calumet club, was de- them, they asked for the hearing in named Wyatt.
PA DUCAH, KY.
will indicate that the South is swing- gas engine company; $5o,000 lumber clared to be the second largest in the order to be completely exonerated.
found with the bike last week by
Last week Mrs. Mae Averitt of Allen Johnson, the rightful
ing some heavy industrial deals:
world, spreading 62 inches. The ascompany; $75,000 flooring company.
owner,
Oklahoma reports a lead and zinc
sertion was disputed by. sportsmen in Burnett near Twelfth street com- v ho had Wyatt arre,ted.
Paris—Gas plant.
It was
company capitalized at $1,500,000 and
Maine, who said that 62 inches was plained to the mayor that Officer Hill very easily traced down then how
Nebo—Coal and coke company.
made hher give up $10 which a rail- Wyatt got possession
a mining company capitalized at $1,Attorney at Law.
not
the second greatest spread of ant.
of the wheel
Oidahoma.
road
man claimed she stole from and he was released. Some
000„000, beside other kirge concerns.
Guthrie.—$.4o,000 mining company; lets; neither, they said, was • record
enemies Room No. 5,
• Paducah,
hun while he was spending several of Officer Ferguson
Alabama adds to the list a $5oo,000 $500,000 gas and oil company; $2oo,- established
then began cir- Columbia Bldg.
by the set owned by King
Kentucky.
hours
at
coal and coke company.
her
home.
The officer culating the report that the patrol000 plow factory; $1,5oo.000 lead and Edward VIL, alleged to spread 71
wanted the matter looked into and'it man stole the bike, and
Arkansas presents a $too,000 min- z:nc company.
he asked the
inches.
developed at the investigation last commissioners to look
ing company and a $loo,000 trust
Supply.—$25,000 land company.
into the mat- OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREG
Within the past few years several
night that a railroad engineer visited ter so he could be publicly
company.
Oklahoma City.—$2o,000
exonerinvest- sets have been mounted in Bangor hay'
the woman for several hours and ated. The well
Georgia reports a 100,000 clothing ment company; $500,000 ice and coal
known patrolman
tag a spread of more than 74 inches, when he left,
fPctory.
claimed she got $ro of is one of the most honorable men on
company; $50,000 land
company; but they were all from Alaska,
and b:s money.
He
Kentucky swells the list with a $1 000,000 mining company; $25,000
complained
to the force. Nobody believes he got OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
not at all handsome. 'The record, se Officer Hill who went
$500,000 foundry.
and told the the wheel in a questionable manner.
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
cotton gin.
far as known, for New Brunswick woman she would have to
Missouri can always be depended
give up the
Room Ha Fraternity Building.
During the commissioners meeting
Arcadia.---$5.000 cotton gin.
moose antlers is 66 inches, and this money as she and the enginee
upon in the march of progress, and
r were last night Hugh Edwards was elected
Newalla.--$5,000 gin and milling
New 'Phone Ile.
pair was mounted here. They were the only ones in the house at the
Old 'Phone 4134,
this week's list from that state in- company.
as the engineer to have charge of the
unsymme
trical,
and
time.
not
worth much
She claimed she did not get fire engine that is installed at
exults new companies capitalized at
Roosevelt.—$ro,000 telephone com4
.
the
as an ornament.
the money, and the officer told her bourth and. Elizabeth
$150,00o and kss.
pany.
streets station. J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER.,
The
Maine record Is said to be 61 iedications were she did, and if she house, Ile is the well
North Carolina adds textile mills
O'Keene.—$25,000 land and trust
known young
invhes, • pair of this width hav:ns did not give it up he would have her river engineer, and
and lumber companies, one of' the company.
WM. MARBLE.
son of Captain W.
arrested
been
latter capitalized at $100.000.
.
mounte
The
d
woman
here
a
then
few
years
gave
ago
the
by
H.
Edward
Fairview.-3oo ton gypsum plant.
s, the river pilot.'
officer $1o. and on claiming that the
Texas joins the march of progress
the late Sumner L. Crosby.
It was ordered that the police and
Tennessee.
evith a formidable list of new conBy far the largest and handsomest engineer owed her $2, the officer gave fire department be permitted to parNashville.--$20,000 land company.
cerns including two lumber corn set of moose antlers of which there is that much back and turned the other ticipate in the big parade to be conTiftonvile.—Electric light plant.
any definite knowledge is that owned $8 over to the railroader, the officer ducted Labor Day, the first Monday
LAWYERS.
by Charles B. Hazeltine, of Belfast. agreeing to pay the engineer the in September, by the labor unions of
other
Practic
$2
if
e
he
in
was
not satisfied. The the city.
all the courts of th•
the official measurements of which
taken at the New York Sportsmen's charge of the woman was that Officer
Chief of Poke James Collins was state. Both phones 34.
exposition in 1895, are: Girth, 814 made her give up $io which a mi.- wanted a month's leave of absence,
Rooms t, 2 and 3 Register Buil&
Inches; length, 41 inches; palmation. Hill scared her into paying the commencing August 1st. He is to ing, 523 1-3 Broadway.
41% by 21% inches; spread, 61 inches money which she did not get, but the come back August 7th so as to be
ethers claimed she did, while dur- here the Eighth
of August when the
But the spread of a set of antlers
ing
the
investigation
Officer thousands of co'bred excursionists
does not necessarily indicate their sirs
Hill informed the commissioners that will be in the city.
KENTUCKY AVENUE OPENED WILL STOP USE
Ile departs again
OF CROSS or establish their worth, for measur Mrs. Averitt
had it in for him be- the next day to remain away the balFROM FOURTH TO SIXTH.
I
CREEK AS PUBLIC SEWER.
hag antlers Is an arbitrary proceeding
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
cause he arrested her and had Judge ance of the month.
For instance. the Hazeltine set, while
TELEPHONES:
Sanders fine her $25 for running a
The company that is on the bont1
measuring only 61 inches spread, are disorde
rly
house.
Rid
es
ence
The
commiss
ionOffice 351
of
296
the
officers
&borers
I
in the police departand Machines are Now Lay- Many Residents Along the
Creek 78 inches convex measurement, and ems believing the patrolman did only
ment
has
ing Compisition on Seventh Beasked
to
be
from
relieved
Have Been Using it As Dumptheir beauty and value lie in thei: his duty, exonera
ted him of any mis- I:ability, and this matter was referre
tween Broadway and
d
ing Place for Offal.
great width of blade and in their 21 conduct,
by the commissioners to
Mayor
Jefferso^.
points. The moose from which they
As to Patrolman Scott Ferguson's Yeiser and the city
solicitor to look
were taken was killed at Chesuncook investigation, six weeks ago
someone into.
So many suits have been
BROOM-LILL BUILDING.
The board of health for this city Lake, Me., in 1887, by Jule Pease, wht. stole Allen Johnson's bicyc'e
from brought of recent years against the
For the first time in many week-,
says
animal
the
weighed
will meet today at the city hall for
about 1,60t rear The Palmer hotel. The bike was officers by shyster 'awyers
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
, the bond
Kentucky avenue was passable yesthe purpose of taking up the ques- pounds, being nine feet long from nose found in the alley behind Breeden's company did not want to be on the
to end of tail and eight feet girth.
terday between Fourth and Sixth tion
frog store at Ninth and Trimble bond which
of ascertairnng what premises
is liable in ease of judgstreets, by Anthony Payne, colored. ment.
ttreets. as the bitulithic people fin- are
connected with pipes that empty
November in the Country.
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
ished putting down the composi- into
Almost everybody who goes into the
Cross Creek near the Illino;s
tion and threw open the thoroughfare Central
Both Phones 355'
railroad yards. The board woods, or indeed anywhere else, in No
and blooded horses, and the young
for use of the public, .which appre- v.ants to
'ember
,
carries
Office
a
gun.
hours 8to lo a. in., I to
Partridges are
learn•thie in order to see
lady's youth and family pride s..cm
cattee completion of this much of the
Q. m. and 7 to 9 p.m.
someth:ng cannot be done, as the a certainty,*cleer and bear are always
to
be
reasons
the
keeping
for
the
i•nprovement.
present arrangement is very uhealthy. possible, and rumors of wildcats, loup
sweethearts apart. Mme. 'Mays, is
The contractors had their machines
The sanitary sewerage system to cerviers and Canada lynxes are suf
well ;Mown as the propietor of Rest
and men at work
on
Seventh winch all water closets
who has vowed to marry her, in spite
and toilet liciently rife to thrill the blood of chilbetween Kentucky avenue and Broadrooms are connected does not em - dren and timid persons when they
of locks and bars and dragon aunts.
way, and sometime today will com- tend
any further out than Ninth pass through a patch of woods after
has stormed the house ineffectually
plete that block, They then proceed
street, and the houses beyond this dark. A foreigner might imagine that TWO YOUNG SCAMPS ABDUCT for a week to carry off thie woman he
EYE, EAR, NO
.1ND
up Seventh from Broadway to Jeffer- thoroug
54-YEAR-OLD
loves. Only foresight and action of,
hfare cannot be • connected the county was in a state of Insurrec
THROAT.
son and finish that square. Then with
GIRL
the girl's father prevented ant clop- Mee and Residen
sewers.
Lion, for in almost every wagon that
ce, lioora i 3 and *
they go back to Sixth and the avemerit. The extraordinary vigilance
It is lea- riled that many people re: you meet a shotgun or a rifle is ap
Columbia Building.
nue and start out the latter toward
of the aunt since (which went even to
siding near Cross creek have run into parent. The rural mall-carrier brings
Phone rosf--Red
Seventh street.
this 'hollow the pipes connected with back more partridges than fetters;
For Immoral Purposes--BrealcingIn- the extent of calling upon the police)
the
Fifth street at the avenee has been water
has kept the pair apart. On the other
to House One of the Minor
closets, with the 'result that lawyer, on his way home from
court
blocked on account of the street the
hand, her two sisters, who, like the
refuse and filth flows into the stands up in his buggy
Charge
s.
and shoots a
work, but is now open again and the
rest of the world., love a. lover, are
creek which is dry most of the year, Plump bird without
disconcerting hi,people can pass from one end of the
Cure, that is patronized by members
therefore the *tench arising and well-trained
DENT
steel; two or three shot
street to the other.
of the fashionable set of New York.
blowing over the residences on the guns
Lewisbu
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Elgin Movement, for $8.45.
Miss Joie ...... returned yester- s'rort''y to visit before going East.
Mount Clement.
A Seth Thomas Smoo Mantel Clock for
.
$7.50
day from visiting in Mayfield, Ky.
Abilene.
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Roger's itioa Knives and Forks, a set,
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Mr. T. 13. Fauntelroy, the well a meeting at the courthouse at 2:30 MR. BUD QUARLES PURCHASED
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Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons., a se t,
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known Woodville farmer, was here o'clock Saturday afternoon.
Red Raven Splits.
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set
WEST AND MARSHALL
Buffalo Lithia.
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entie
line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent off of regular price.
SALOON.
Pluto.
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and restaurant of West & Marshall
315 BROADWAY, GUT HRIE'S OLD STAND.
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WANTED—Bilious people to take Texas, is visiting the famly of Mr.
:Soules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W. W. A. M'ooney of North Fourth.
WALKER & CO., Fifth and BroadMrs. John Rinkliff left yesterday
Sole Pripietele.
way.
for Dawson Springs.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam BullerThe Fulton. Ky.. papers speak as
Miss Gertrude Taylor of Fulton arfollows
regarding
Mi.
A.
Plumlee
C.
FOR RENT—Eight-room
resi- rived
yesterday to visit Mrs. M. D.
who went there a year or two ago
dence in Weio End. All modern
Campbell, of Smolt Sixth.
and
started a harware and harness
-conveniences. Apply to L. S. Dubusiness;
Miss Myra Nolan, of Union City,
Bois.
Tenn., is visiting, her sister. Mrs.
"A. C. Plumke is, now sole proprietor of the harness and hardware Office Phone 369,
Wiliam V. Green of the Cochran
FOR RENT—Three story brick
Residence Phone 726
store of Cashey & Plumlen he havbuilding at 103 South Second, now Flats.
ing
purchased
Mr. Cathey's interest
Miss Emma Chaplain of Ann Ar-occupied by Paducah
Distilleries
in the business.
bor, Mich, is visiting Mrs. T. R.
company.
"Mr. Cathey. who cs in poor health,
Chaplin of Broad street.
will retire from business life for an
Conductor Mike Holehan and famWANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
indefinite time to recuperate.
Able-bodied unrrrarried men between ily went to Fulton Wednesday to
Plurnlee will conduct the totteiages of 21 and 35; citizens of United v;sit Mrs .Edward Lubett.
nr4,44 on the same high plane that it
Miss
Mary
Brazelton
yesterday
States, of good character an tempebeeto.condocted in she past."
'tote habits, who can speak, read and went to Jackson, Tenn., to attend the
Boay-elorwi
n
nuptials.
write English. For information apPittsburg Coal Co. office No. TO
Mr. Lee Potter and family have
ply to Recruiting Officer, New RichJudge-3o you confess that you stole
gene to Oklahoma and other Western the suit of clothes? Have you any' Broadway. Both telephones No 3.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
The best coal in Paducah.
points for a sojourn.
thing to 3ay In mitigation of sentencoi
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
Mr. James Bugg returned yesterday
Prisoner—Yes, your honor. The yes
WANTD — Second-hand
iron
OFFICE PHONE 4114-a
RESIDENCE PHONE sas.
was a wretched flt.—FIlegeade Mast,
safe. Stale price and size in letter. from a trip up the Tennessee river.
ter.
Mr. Harry Johnson, the clothier,
Address 2o5 Fourth street.
o
•
has returned from visiting in TenRefined Cruelty.
RIVER RIPPLING&
LOST OR
•
STRAYED.—White nessee where his wife remained for a
Clara—How do you base a girl at
bull terrior bitch, one white eye and longer visi:.
your college?
4.+464-1-H-4-H-4.4-4.4.+4..+4.4.4.+444++
one brown eye. both ears cropped
Lawyer Frank Lucas has returned
May—We lock her in her room and
answers, to name of "Betsy." Finder from Glasgow. Ky.
then tell her through the keybole about
rewardeckby returning to Wiliam J.
Captain E. R. Dutt, the tie king, is the beautiful bargains which
are to be
10di4eVay.
Divide 511in the city from different points.
me ,tearner Kentucky got otst of
bad at mark-down sales.—Town Top.
On
Mr. Rid Reed arrived here yester- ks.
the Tennessee river last night She
LOST—One double set of harness day morning from Frankfort and
lays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow af'between Palmer Transfer stable, w-rit on to Smithland.
trntiou before departing on her recity and Maxon, K. The finder not
Miss Mange Cobb asto returned from torn.
Mr. Clarence E. Landram was in
3 Horse Power Motor.
ify this office.
the city yesterday, lie is ensign in Savannah, Ga., and New York.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
5 Horse Power MOW.
the United States navy and is now
steamer Dick Fowler clears for Cairo
I 5/
1
4 He Power Motor.
LOST—A gold locket with diam-!!pending several weeks with his
par- "EMPTY" TANK EXPLODES. and returns tonight.
Home Fewer Motor.
cnd in center, and photo inside. Re- torts. Attorney and
Mrs. George LanThe Joe Fowler comes in today
zo Hone Power Motor.
turn to Adolph Well and be re- a-am of Smithland.
Negro Employe Falls Inside and Is from Evansville and departs immeI 200 Light Drawn*.
warded.
MT. Eddie Epstein is here from
Rescued By Firemen.
diately on her return.
Louisville on business.
The John S. Hopkins left yesterday
Raleigh, N C , July 36-11y the exMr. Herbert A. Torrance will leave p'osion of a .upposed empty 40,000 for rvansville and comes back toNOTICE.
Sunda, for liareadie, New York ti gallon tank of gasoline at the works MOIrreer.
;TO THE CrT1ZENS OF PADU- engage in the lumber business witi of the Standard Oil Company in DurThe City of Savannah passed up
.
his unck.
CAH. KENTUCKY:
1111-123 North Fourth !Weird
ham, N. C., Louis Holloway, twenty this morning en route to the TennesMiss Mabel C. Roberts •will returt years old, was killed and Tom Luns- see river frfoon St. Louis.
We have completed arrangements
-whereby J. E. Williamson & Co., of ths evening from Chicago where she ford, a negro, was so bad:y burned
The City of SaItillo has passed out
Paducah, Ky., have become the agent, has been attending the Chicago he will die. Holloway died in great of the Tennessee river for St. Lours
of your city for our celebrated Green University's normal course for six agony, begging to be killed. The and leaves the latter city tomorrow
River White Bleaching Stone.
weeks past.
negro fen inside the horning tank. afternoon at 5 o'clock on her return
Anydrie desiring anything in CemMr. John V. Hardy has gone to Firemen got on the top and with a this way.
etery work, would do well to see J. Chattanooga. Tenn., on business.
rope, which he caught, drew LunsThe Retben Dunbar left yesterday
E. Williamson' & Co.. and g ve this
Mts. Lawrence S. Gleaves left yes- ford out.
morning at r o'clock for Nashville,
material their consideration before terday afternoon for Mayfield
on a
and comes back nert Sunday night.
placing their order.
visit.
Almost every coal dealer claims
Very revectfully.
Lost—Bunch keys on ring, one
his coal is the best but there is only
F. J. SCHOLTZ & SON.
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts- large brass key, one postoffice key,
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both one desk key, and several others ReLOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF *4- phones Nb. 3. James J. O'Donsen, turn to The Register and received reBoth Phones No. 110.
ward.
203, 206 S.'Third
4 General Manager.

Mineral Water

PREPARING TO
LOCATE IN CAIRO

Special Ten Day's Sale

EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,

oho.

Eye-See Jewelry Co

McPherson,s
Drug Store.

I

S b ribe For The Register

WANTS

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building.

We have
For Sale:

hand

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

S. P. POOL,

I

L.0. STEVENSON,

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

175 -PHONE -175

-and do your drug shopping

—Wm. Edwards, substitute mai;
carrier for the postoffice, was yesterOur delivery serv:cc is yours for (I; y appointel to a regular position,
the asking—absolutei-: i•ce. Use it to fill the vacancy created by resignaearly and often, or late if you wish Con of Jesse Curd who went ta
—as late as to o'clock at night. Oklahoma to locate.
'Don't hesitate to use it. We guar—Abe Ladies' Mite society of the
antee satisfactinn. If the goods we First Baptist church meets at
-send out don't suit you return them c'clock this afternoon with Mrs. L.
immediately. Our goods ate • always P. liorand of 1332 Broadway.
worth the money to us.
—Prof. W. E. Everett has resigned
We make haste.
1,is position as principal 'of the grainmar grades for the Washington building here, and goes to Louisiana to accept a position at better salary. He
is now attending normal school in
Chicago for the summer.
--The Third
street
Methodist
church ladies give an ice cream so/NCORPORATED.
cial this evening at the church, for
amulets
Fifth and rimy. benefit of the congregation
al work.
—MIrs. Wm. Malone, wife of ManBoth Phones a.
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NOTICE TO CONSUMERS OF COAL: Do not place

your fall orders too
— soon. Wait for prices on our

TRADEWATER COAL

IT IS the BEST and price will be the cheapest
Coal:ifor wagonscaalevator
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